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• Background:
The Saudi –led coalition killing machine  , in what is called AL-Hazm Storm,
is still killing innocent civilians and destroying civilian properties and objects
since the beginning of the military operation on March 26, 2015.  This military
operation involving ten Arab countries and received US support under the pretext
of re legitimacy of President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, the elimination of what
they called a coup by Houthi rebels and supporters of the former President Saleh
. The  first announced goal is to destroy ballistic weapons that were seized by the
rebels because these weapons are a threat to the security of Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf, as they pretend.
The participating coalition countries used modern and developed weapons,
missiles, guided bombs, warships, tanks ,and modern vehicles  . Every participated
country announced its force that took part in the operation.
In the early days of the military operation starting, military spokesman of
the coalition forces, Brigadier General /Ahmad Asiri announced the achievement
of the coalition's goals and the destruction of 90% of the military capabilities
and ballistic missiles of whom he called Houthi rebels. Despite the many months
after the issuance of this announcement, the military operation continues
until printing this series, which contains a number of some of the massacres
committed by the coalition forces against civilians during the operation of ALHazm Storm in illegal aggression against the international laws and its norms.
Through the continuous aerial bombardment of human and material goals, the
coalition  killed hundreds of civilians and injured thousands of civilians, most of
them were women and children . The ugliness of these massacres could not be
described and have never been committed before in any country of the world
since the end of World War II. They are the most bloody and they still reap
the souls of many innocent civilians until the time of printing this report. This
process left heinous war crimes against humanity under international silence
awarded the Saudi-Led coalition the green light to commit more crimes that
cause a great suffering of the Yemeni people through imposing land, sea and air
blockade on Yemeni state since the start of the military operation, where more
than 25 million Yemenis suffer from the lack of  the inferior ingredients of living
such as food, medicine ,and oil derivatives.
The aggression has targeted everything protected according to humanitarian
law. Their modern and developed aircraft and missiles targeted humans, stones,
and highly populated cities. Millions of civilians have been displaced from their
homes, entire villages have been erased from the ground. Nowadays, they  are
practicing in Yemen the ugliest crimes that have never been committed in the
modern era.
Background
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The human conscience is still absent and ignored these war crimes because
of the Gulf oil and US domination, which dominates even the UN organization
and many humanitarian organizations. Will the human conscience  wake up one
day?? !!
The military operation in Yemen is a military action and an illegal aggression
for violating the explicit and obvious UN Charter. The coalition forces committed
crimes, violations and breaches of international humanitarian law and the
international Conventions and instruments set.
Legal Center since the first day of AL-Hazm Storm military operation work
through right and legal team to monitor violations that accompanied the
operation and still until the moment due to the legal and moral duty towards
the crimes that violate the rules of the international law. In spite of the serious
risks of the continued bombardment of the coalition aircraft that do not distinct
between the civilian  and  military targets , Legal Center teams spread over the
most Yemeni provinces in many cases under the bombardment. The center
has monitored and documented many crimes and violations committed by
Saudi-Led coalition aircraft against civilians and civilian objects according to
the international standards due to the great importance of documentation to
expose and prosecute those responsible for these crimes.

• Series Summary:
This version contains ( 19) reports. Legal Center for Rights and Development
documented the incidents of targeting civilians and civilian facilities in 9 provinces
committed by Saudi Arabia and its alliance in the month of May, June ,and July
2015, and led to kill 418 civilians and injure 631 others and destroy civilian
facilities represented in (5) markets, (3) historical monuments (2) residential
cities, houses and villages, on :
1) On 17 May 2015, Saudi-led coalition warplanes bombed a public market on
the main road of Zabeed – AL-Hodeida province. The bombing led to destroy
the market, shops, a house ,and a rest. This attack claimed the lives of  (48)
civilians, including (6) children and (6) women, and wounded at least (94)
others, including (12) children and (4) women who were in the market.
2) On 21 May 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes bombed Hran area by 9
airstrikes. The bombing led to destroy a museum, the only center of seismic
monitoring in Yemen, a public park, houses, and civilian facilities. Also, this
attack caused the deaths of (20) civilians, including (5) children and (4)
women and injured at least (19) civilians, including a child, and (3) women.
3-7) From 11th April 2015 till 27 May 2015, Saudi -led coalition warplanes bombed
many areas, including five areas in Taiz province. The bombing led to destroy
many civilian facilities and historical monuments such as Cairo Castel at Saber
Mountain. Also,  (44) civilians were killed and  (50) others were injured.
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8) On June 2 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes launched many airstrikes on
Hamadan district of Sana'a province, including one airstrike on the houses
of two civilians / Ali AL-Qebli and Hilal Muhammad and destroyed them at
AL-Erra Village. The bombing led to kill and injure all those who were inside
the houses, 10 civilians were killed, including ( 5) children and (3) women .A
child ,five women ,and a man were injured.
9) On 3 June 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes committed a massacre at Al ALArem village – Saber valley, Saada province. They launched more than nine
airstrikes led to destroy the village and to kill at least (53) civilians, including
(36) children, (9) women and the rest were men, most of them are elderly,
also  (12) others were injured.
10) On 6 June 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes threw cluster bombs on
Hiran Camp for displaced people in Hajja province. The bombing led to kill
many civilians among them (3) women and to injure at least (42) others,
including (18) children and ( 9 ) women.
11) On 12 June 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes threw deliberately a bomb
at the historic city of Sana'a - Al Qasimi neighborhood. The bombing led to
destroy three houses on the heads of their inhabitants and to damage dozens
of houses .In this attack  (5) civilians were killed, including a child and a woman
from the same family.
12) On 26 June 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes bombed an ancient fortress
in AL- Mahabesha city. The bombing led to destroy the fort, a school, a
mosque and nearby houses. Also, this attack left (4) civilians killed including
a child and injured at least (17) others, including (6) children and (5) women.
13)On 4 July 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes bombed Muthalith Ahim
Market in Hajja province, which led to destroy it and to kill (35) civilians,
most of them passengers, including (2) children and to injure no less than (70)
others, including (2) children.
14) On 6 July 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes launched airstrikes on Amran
city. The airstrikes targeted AL-Noum and Taqi public markets,the two of the
major markets in the city. The bombing led to destroy the two markets with
all its contents and destroy nearby houses. This attack claimed the lives of   at
least (40) civilians, including (15) children, and injured (49) others, including
(13) children.
15) On 8 July 2015, Saudi -led coalition warplanes launched one airstrike on "Khaiwan
Market " in Amran province, Khaiwan area. The bombing led to kill (7) civilians,
including (5) children and to injure (17) others, including (2) children and (5)
women.

16) On 10 July 2015 , Saudi -led coalition warplanes launched one airstrike on ALSeries Summary
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Hadheera village, Sanhan district – Sana'a province. They targeted the houses
of the civilians / Abdullah Hussein al-Jawzi, and / Mugali Mugali Ahmad and
destroyed them on the heads of their inhabitants. The bombing led to kill (11)
civilians, including (5) children, one of them is a newborn whose age is 10 days,and
(4) women. Also  (7) civilians were injured, including( 3) children and (2) women.
17) On 13 July 2015,  Saudi -led coalition warplanes bombed The Workers' City in Sa'wan
neighborhood in the capital of Sana'a. The bombing led to destroy14 houses and
damage dozens of houses. This attack caused the deaths of  (25) civilians from the
families of workers, including (16) children and (6) women and injured (27) others,
including (19) children and (4) women.
18) 19 July 2015 ,Saudi-led coalition warplanes targeted Alkmb neighborhood   in Yarim
city, Ibb province. The bombing led to kill (21) civilians, including (9) children and (5)
women and to injure (35) others, including (14) children and (9) women.
19)On  24 July 2015, Saudi -led coalition warplanes launched (9) airstrikes on AL-Makha
Steam Power Plant in AL-Makha City- Taiz Province. The bombing led to destroy
and damage the whole units in this city. Also,this attack claimed the lives of at least
(90) civilians of electricity workers with their relatives and their families, including
(19) children and (20) women, also injured at least (170) others, including (15)
children and (32) women.
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (15)

Bombing of Zabeed
Historical City
Al-Hodeidah Governorate
12 May 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Summary:
The Saudi Kingdom launched an aggressive attack on Yemen at 2:00 a.m. on
Thursday 26th of March 2015 under the name of "Decisive Storm''. Legal Center for
Rights and Development monitors and documents all violations to protect human
rights and show the world what is happening in Yemen.
The official speaker for the Saudi-led coalition (Brigadier General Ahmed Al-Aseri)
declared in a journalistic conference held on 21 April 2015, 26 days after the first
aggression ,to halt the military operation “Decisive Storm” and begin a new operation
namely “Restoration Hope” for Yemen.
Later on12 May 2015 ,the Saudi Minister of Foreign Affairs (Adel Al-Jubir) declared
the beginning of armistice, at that time the Saudi war planes were bombing the
historical city Zabeed , so we could not really call it “Restoration Hope”, but a death
bomb which led to the killing of numerous innocent civilians. It was a humanitarian
disaster.

Legal Center

documented the details of this attack which left no less
than (48) civilians dead and (94) seriously wounded.
In addition to the civilian causalities, real destruction inflicted on a market, a three
story building houses a restaurant , commercial shops ,and many apartments. Also,
this attak left the house of Abdo Salem destroyed and damaged some houses and a
mosque, well known as Al-Baishih Mosque.
the targeted place and documented the crime by
Legal Center visited
conducting interviews with victims, their relatives,
witnesses ,and official employs, also by visiting the hospital to which many victims
were rushed and taking photos and videos for victims.

Zabeed

Zabeed city map
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Location:
Zabeed is located 100 kms to the south of Hodeidah governorate; it is
famous as a historical town for its scientists and knowledge. It is also a site
for old archaeological buildings, castles ,and old mosques. Many unique
buildings and ornamented ceiling are found here. At the beginning of 1993,
Zabeed became one of the monuments recognised by the International
Humanitarian Heritage (UNESCO)(1), people there are very kind and there
was not found to be any armed demonstrations.

Date and Time
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Date: Tuesday 12 May 2015

Description:
The Saudi-led coalition and its war planes
launched an attack on the civilians, civil
institutions, historical and archeological places,
residential areas, commercial shops, "Albuildings in Zabeed
Baisha" a historical mosque ,and the crowded One of the historical
city
marketplace of Zabeed , leaving tens of civilians dead and critically wounded.

Violator:
The Saudi-led coalition (UAE-Kuwait-Qatar-Bahrain-Egypt-SudanJordan-Morocco-USA)

Details:
At 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday 12th of May 2015, there were three explosions
in the public road which connects Zabeed City to Taiz and Hodeidah Carried
out  by the Saudi war planes.
The first airstrike hit the three - story home of Mohammed Mansour
Al-Wajeh, leading to the complete destruction of the building and killing
tens of civillians who were inside.
(1) http://theyemenipen.arabblogs.com/archive/2008/9/682854.html
http://www.UNESCO.org/new/ar/doha/culture/world-heritage/historic-town-of-Zabeed/
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The second one hit the marketplace which also included another home
nearby. This market was packed with civilians, about 500, at the time of the
bombing. This airstrike killed tens and wounded hundreds and caused the
complete destruction of the home and the market place. Rescuers rushed
to help the victims. Minutes later, the warplanes bombed again, killing and
wounding many of the rescuers.
The third airstrike hit the
residential area of (Al-Baishih)
which houses a historical
mosque, and killed the whole
family of Abdu Salem Omer (a
total of 8 members: 3 children
and 5 women).
Another attack by the
Saudi war planes landed a
A picture taken from a video shows the corpse of
missile on the electric station
Ibrahim Mohammed
situated 200 meters away from
the marketplace. The missile did not explode upon impact, but killed one
of the workers; Ibrahim Mohammed Moqbauli dividing his body to two
halves.

Witness' Statement:
Jamelah Abas Hassan
The International Humanitarian
(50 years old) She
reported that "I was with Law banns acts of aggression on civilians
my daughter Wafa , 12, and properties and is considered a
begging as usual in Shaja'a war crime. The above is a dangerous
marketplace,
because violation of this law.
suddenly we became poor
Legal center visits the targeted
due to the war in Yemen.
We heard the aircraft flying places and documents by interviews
over us and after that we with eye witnesses, surveys of the
heard a violent explosion targeted places by 5kms on all sides,
from the restaurant near proving that the area is residential and
the
marketplace.
We no military camps located.
were very afraid . I ran to
the public road while my
daughter and her friend ran toward the gate of the marketplace, a missile
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fell in the marketplace , when I turned towards my daughter
saw fire, dust, and debris flying up in the air. I screamed "My
daughter". I went to the location seeing the carnage and burned
dead bodies were all over the marketplace, I was shocked when
I saw my daughter Wafa and her friend killed and also found my
neighbor Jamalah, her body divided into two halves. She was
pregnant, we used to beg together. I was so shocked. I feel sick
and can't talk any more”(1).

I

Adnan Dabwan (32 years old)
He is a salesman, saved from the accident and reported
Wafa
that "I was in the market selling qat as usual when I heard a
violent explosion. After that, I saw dust and iron flying everywhere. I laid
down on the floor and after minutes looked up to see carnage, deads and
injured with blood everywhere. I rushed to help two civilians who were
screaming in pain. Everything in the marketplace was destroyed ,including
the buildings and commercial shops. I wondered why Saudi Arabia wanted
to kill us and we didn't harm anyone?!"(2).

Ezi Salm Rakbi (50 years old)
A father of a victim who reported that "I was in my home near to Shaja'a
marketplace and Shaja'a restaurant when we heard the explosion, we were
very afraid and after that ran toward Al-Thawrah Stadium in the city, while
on our way  a man  told me that the explosion was in Sahja'a marketplace,
immediately I remembered my son Mohammed ,13, he worked there as an
assistant of a qat salesman and he gets paid 200YR a day (less than one dollar)
which is the only income of the family. I went to the marketplace to find my
son but he was dead, they have killed me also, because he was my hope”(3).

Adeb Ahmed Alian (18 years old)
He reported that "The marketplace was completely destroyed and
there were lots of dismembered corpses and many critical injuried. My father,
65 years old, was in the marketplace at the time of the bombing. We were
looking for him three days but couldn’t find him. I just found his belt”(4).
(1) Legal Center interview with Jamelah Abas, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
(2) Legal Center interview with Adnan Dabwan, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
(3) Legal Center interview with Ezi Salm Rakbi, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
(4) Legal Center interview with Adeb Ahmed Alian, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
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Salem Omer Qershi Arok (first witness)
This citizen lives in Zabeed city near "Al-Baishih" the historical mosque.
The air strikes led by Saudi Arabia bombed his home , killing his seven sons
and his wife, dividing her body into two halves. Salem has became mentally
ill, after witnessing his whole family dead(1).

Zakaria (second witness)
One of Salem's relatives stated "The Saudi led-coalition bombed with a
missile Salem's home and turned it into dust. His sons and wife were inside
but the head of household wasn't in it (Salem Omer), their bodies were
dismembered and we had to collect the body parts in a sack. It is a disaster
and we want to know why they are killing the civilians of Zabeed?".(2)

Suffering in Hospitals
The injured were rescued and taken to a hospital in Zabeed City along
with the dismembered corpses. There were so many of them. Some of them
had been taken to other hospitals; Tehamah, and Al-Amal hospitals in AlFaqih district, Al-Hosinia Hospital in Al-Hosinia district, private hospitals in
Al-Jarahi city and also to hospitals in Al-Hodeidah City.  
The nearest hospital is 30kms away from Zabeed.
visited the hospital in
Zabeed City and other
hospitals near   the city where we found multiple
dismembered bodies and corpses, many of them
burned and charred in the refrigerator of the hospital.
Some of them unknown because their family couldn't identify them, and
some of them nobody searched for them. They were thought to be travelers
because the area is on the public road which connects Taiz and Hodeidah
governorates. It is a well know area that travelers usually stop to take a rest
and buy food which caused the high number of victims and casualties.

Legal Center

The injured are suffering terribly due to the loss of body parts and many
of them have first or second degree burns. The hospital is suffering the lack
of  medicines, fuel , and electricity because of the blockade imposed on
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(1) Legal Center interview with Salm Omer Qershi, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
(2) Legal Center interview with Zakaria, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
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Yemen by the Saudi-led coalition. Unfortunately, many civilians died due to
the lack of medicines.

Zabeed Hospital Manager:
He reported that "That day the hospital received dismembered bodies
, collected in sacks, and  many victims with critical condition . Some victims
need to travel out of Yemen for treatment, which is impossible because
of the complete blockade . Blood of the injured was over the halls of the
hospital Moreover, the hospital's lack of medical equipments, medicines,
electricity ,and fuel which caused a bad effect on  medicines and laboratory  
as there are no refrigerators. I call on all humanitarian organization to
oversee the disaster and support the injured in the hospital”(1).
Security and Civil Defense Manager in Zabeed :
Reported that "The Saudi war planes bombed the marketplace at the
time that it was very crowded. There were hundreds of civilians which led
to a humanitarian disaster. This attack caused the complete destruction of
the buildings next to the market eventhough there are no military camps
in the area. I and the soldiers went to rescue the victims and pulled tens
of killed and injured from the debris of the market, but we couldn't take
the orhters from the debris of the buildings because we lacked the tools
and fuel for the rescue operation. We had to dig manually for 3 days , we
are sorry that we were not in time to rescue all victims under the debris of
the buildings. In addition, the windows of the security administration were
smashed and the door of the prison flew open leading to the escape of forty
eight prisoners , all of them with cases in the public prosecution and court.
Among them were 33 murderers convicted of attempted murder cases".

Wounded without Treatment
Lawyer Bander Yasin (Human Rights Activist) He is from Zabeed City,
the historical and archaeological city known as the city of peace and love,
he said that the Saudi-led coalition bombed the innocent civilians causing a
humanitarian disaster and the suffering of the victims in the area.
He is presently trying to contact the humanitarian organizations inside
(1) Legal Center interview with Zabeed Hospital Manager, Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
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and outside to oversee and ensure the therapy of the injured. Zabeed City
has high average of poverty and unemployment , and until now there is
no response from any of the humanitarian organisations, so he founded
an association containing a group of young people to help the victims (we
have a list of the members)(1).

International Humanitarian Law
The civilians who didn't take part in a hostility must be spared in all
circumstonas, according to IHL which also prohibits launching attacks on
civilian sites and objects such as: buildings dedicated to worship, hospitals,
schools ,and facilities of cultural or historical values.
The Saudi-led coalition broke the norms of all international laws when
it bombed a residential area in Zabeed , the historical and archaeological
city of Yemen , with bombs and missiles leading to the death and injury of
hundreds of civilians, even though there is no military camp in or around the
area. Saudi Arabia published on several media channels, that it protects the
civilians which is not true. This was a direct attack on civilians. Moreover,
Legal Center and various local and international organizations documented
and monitored all the massacres that have been committed by Saudi Arabia
in all areas of Yemen.
The targeting of the historical Zabeed city which is in the list of human heritage
it broke the historical archeological and houses of worship agreements (Hague
convention 1907 and the first protocol to the fourth Geneva convention).

Articles 2,3,4,5 of Hague convention banned any acts of hostility
directed against the Cultural Properties in any armed conflict, these
cultural properties must be protected.
Article 53 of the First Protocol to the four Geneva Conventions, banned
acts of hostility against historic monuments, or works of art, or places of
worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples.
All works mentioned above are war crimes.

18

(1) Legal Center interview with Bander Yasin (Human Rights Activist), Zabeed city, 12 May 2015.
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Annexes
Annex (1) Names of Killed Civilians in Zabeed City –Hodeidah
Governorate.
Annex (2) Names of Wounded Civilians Bombed by the Saudiled Coalition.
Annex (3) Photos Show the Destruction Caused to Homes and
Civil Institutions.
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Annex (1) Names of Killed Civilians in Zabeed City –Hodeidah Governorate
Date :12 May 2015
NO

Name

Gender

NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Khalil Abdo Soliman Al-Mizjaji
Amar Mohammed Amen Al-Ahdal
Bonian Ahmed Sawlah
Abdulaziz Salem Omar Armrok
Thabit Ahmed Qadri
Abdo Yusif Taher Marzoki
Abdo Ahmed Dar
Ibrahim Ahmed Habah Maqbuli
Mohammed Dawd Hakim
Noaman Hassn Rajab
Mohammed Azai Abdullah Akabi
Mansour Mohamed Abdulah Muaqari
Ahmed Ali Moftah Askari
Aimen Hasan Mohammed Rami
Faisal Moharm Soliman Al-Shamiri
Murad Faisel Mohram Al-Shamiri
Hasn Yahiya Ismail Marhl
Jamalah Ayash Said Darin
Ahmed Soliman Alian
Ahmed Mohamed Awad Makbawli
Salah Yehya Mohamed Ali
Morad Abdo Adam Hadi
Husam Saif Al-Qabadi
Mohammed Anor Fatini Wahyati
Najeb Qaid Ado Galib
Abdurhman Abduladim Dabwan
Adulhakim Mohammed Abdullah
Galib
Gawad Mohammed Qaid Al-Wasbi
Wafa Yehya Kabh
Abdulah Abdullah Radwan
Bashar Hwash Dawd Al-Wasabi
Mohammed Abdulaziz Salm Qarshi
Haifa Abdo Salem Qarshi
Abdullah Abdulaziz Salm Qarshi
Abdulatif Yehya Mohammed Qarshi
Namah Kabwb
Akram Abdulhami Al-Qabadi

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

20

Male
Female
Male
Male
Child
Child
Child
Child
Female
Male
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Name
Harb Omar Kader
Hamoudah Wajeh
Basher Galeb Al-Shamiri
Fatima Salem Qarshi
Asmail Dawd Soliman
Wailah Kamel
Ahmed Mohammed Mkram
Ali Salem Arouk
Ahmed Balkam
Unknown child corpse
Unknown woman corpse

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Images of Killed Victims in Zabeed –Hodeidah Governorate

A corpse belongs
to a civilian who
was killed under
the rubble because
of  the Saudi-led
coalition  bombing .

Collective images of
victims in the hospital
halls .
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Annex (2)
Names of Wounded Civilians Bombed by the Saudi-led Coalition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

22

Name
Mohammed Omar Mohammed Ahif
Ali Qasim Aqil
Qasim Ali Qasim Aqil
Mohammed Ali Mohammed Al-Amar
Abdulmajed Abdulghani
Abdullah Ahmed Abdi
Ibrahim Hasan Ahmed Habishi
Isam Ahmed Al-Bahkari
Najd Abdo Ali Shamh
Abdullah Soliman Dawd Al-Wasabi
Majd Salm Mohammed Mahjab
Awatif Ibrahim Said Jaber
Abdullah Abdo Hadib
Ali Ilias
Mohammed Ahmed Soliman Alian
Basam Bader Qasim Mahroqi
Abdullah Mohammed Mohsn Balkam
Adel Mohammed Abdullah Zaliqi
Said Mohammed Talhah
Nasim Mohammed Talhah
Arfat Ahmed Kalib
Mohammed Abduladi Matah
Sami Ahmed Mohammed Qabh
Kamal Ahmed Soliman Qabh
Naji Mohammed Ismail Najm
Abdullah Ahmed Lahdri
Ahmed Mohammed Bin Al-Ahdal
Hisham Ahmed Abdo Bazi
Mohammed Amar Baher
Abaid Salm Abdullah Khalwf
Aiman Mohammed Omar Rami
Ahmed Abdullah Hilal
Mohammed Awad Alalh
Mohammed Ahmed Thamari
Asim Abdulgafar Al-Magbashi
Abdulrahman Al-Habishi Al-Shamiri
Fathi Galib Al-Maqbi
Hashid Naser Farhan
Isam Mohammed Ali Aiqab
Nazar Yahya Rafa
Majdi Majed Jman
Hasan Ahmed Ibrahim Habishi
Mahmoud Yahya Qasim Al-Abi
Mohammed Dawd Halbi
Soliman Dawd Halabi
Mohammed Yahya Abdulbaqi Al-Ahdal
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Age
40

13
31
36
28
27
25
33
26
23
27
30
15
10
30
28
36
29
55
8
60
25
8
19

36
25
55
50
35
28
40

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Child
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Child
Child
Child
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Name
Marim Kharfiq Abdullah
Fahim Abdo Mohammed Shawash
Mohand Ahmed Salm Al-Qahizi
Fahd Ahmed Salm Al-Abd
Khawlah Masib
Mohammed Ali Sager Moftah
Ahmed Hasan Mahdali
Ashraf Ali Al-Wajeh
Abu Alz Qaid Samah
Mohammed Yehya Salah
Mohammed Sager Ali Nahari
Arfat Kalib Dakn
Faris Abdo Ali Shamh
Basim Salim Yasin
Bsam Mohammed Abdullah Radhan
Ziad Rabi Mafa Jalal
Hasain Ismail Slahi
Mohammed Ahmed Maqbawli
Hasham Said Ahmed
Abdo Yehya Rafa
Naser Ahmed Hamoud Rasa
Mohammed Soliman Hajawd Alian
Mohammed Said Awad Dakn
Reem Hansh Abdullah Kharfq
Haiel Said Ibrahim Khalil
Radwan Farjaji
Mohammed Awad Abdulmalik
Ibrahim Qasim Mohammd Shaflwt
Hamdon Ismail Fatini Qarshi
Hamadah Ismail Fatini Qarshi
Ahmed Ismail Fatini Qarshi
Ahmed Abdullah Hilal
Qasim Ahmed Qasim Mahwt
Faiz Ahmed Qasim Mahwt
Abdo Ali Abdullah Hilal
Mohammed Abdullah Nmari
Faiz Ahmed Qasim Mahwt
Murtada Fars Hadadi
Mohammed Abdo Mahdi
Mohammed Abdo Hamza
Khalid Ahmed Kadri
Yahya Jabaini
Abdo Ibrahim Jarahi
Qaid Hasan Imbrahim Jalal
Mohammed Fawzi Khadim
Morad Taher Al-Shrabi
Mohammed Abdulkader Naser Hezam
Abdullah Taher Al-Sharabi

Age
30
30
25

8
28
50
25
25
30

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
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Photos of Some Injured Victims

one of the injured
children who were in
the market of Zabeed
city .

one of the victims
receiving
medical
treatment .
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Annex (3)
Photos Show the Destruction Caused to Homes and Civil Institutions

The targeted house
which contains a
restaurant,
and
residential unit.

The local council of
Zabeed city lifting the
rubble.

A picture shows the
huge destruction
of a restaurant, a
rest house ,and a
residenial unit.
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (16)

Bombing of

Dhamar Museum and Seismic Monitoring
Center
Hran Area - Dhamar Governorate
21 /MAY/2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Location
   Saudi warplanes targeted Civilians' houses in a densely populated
area (Roma Alqdima ) in   south-western   Dhamar city. In addition to
civilians' houses, many facilities and civilian objects such as : (Dhamar
Museum, Professional Institute, Seismic Monitoring Center, Hran Tourism
resort,university buildings ) were destroyed in Hran ,a historical and tourist
city in the north of Dhamar City.

Date
Many raids were lunched on Sunday 21May 2015   from 4:00 to 6:00
p.m..

Violator
Saudi Arabia and the coalition›s members (the United Arab Emirates,
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Egypt, Sudan, Jordan, Morocco and the United
States of America )
Making

Description :
Destroying civilian objects and protected
facilities and killing civilian by the deliberate
bombing of a populated area in Dhamar province
which is considered as a violation of all laws and
customs of war.

civilians or civilian
objects the object of
attack is prohibited
and categorized as a
war crime, according
to International
Humanitarian Law.

Causalities
20 Victims were killed, including 5 children and 4 women ; 20 others were
seriously wounded. Nine killed victims were from the same family. In addition to
the human causalities, many civilian facilities were destroyed.

monitored a serious violation committed by the

Legal CenterSaudi-led coalition. In this violation, Saudi Arabia

deliberately targeted civilians and civilian objects, causing the death of
civilians and destruction of many civilian facilities.

Legal Center
28

visited the targeted places and spoke to victims
and relatives of some victims and documented

Bombing on Hran area - Dhamar in 21/5/2015
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that by taking photos, visiting Almdina Hospital and interviewing the officials
of the destroyed civilian facilities in Dhamar city.

Details:
Dhamar province is one of the Yemeni provinces, located to the
south and southeast of Sana›a province,100 Km far from Sana'a. Since the
beginning of Decisive Storm on 26 March 2015, many civilian objects such
as: the Police Academy in Dhamar district on 6 may 2015, a vehicle carrying
passengers ,and civilians' houses, had been targeted
It is worth
by the Saudi warplane, killing  10 civilians ,including
mentioning
4 children , and wounding 23 others .
that no conflict
On Sunday 21 May 2015, more than 9 raids was recorded in
were launched on civilian areas, as follows :
Dhamar province
Roma
Al-Qadima
located
on
the
south
west
of
Dhamar
city.
(9) civilians were killed, (5) children, (3) women and a man,and no less
than (12) civilians were injured, including a child and three women. All the
members of "Al-Fatimy Family " who were inside their house were  killed.
Many houses were severely damaged.
Hran Mountain, 11 civilians were killed and 7 others were injured when
the Saudi warplanes targeted their homes.
The Saudi-led coalition warplanes targeted Hran tourism resort and
Seismic Monitoring Center in Haran, which had been completely destroyed.
This Seismic Monitoring Center was recently built and contained the least
devices for locating earth quick. It›s worth mentioning that the destroying
of this center may lead to a humanitarian Disaster because it is the only
center that locates earth quick in this area with a Seismic activity. The
Saudi warplanes also targeted a hotel in Hran Mountain,killing and
injuring many civilians. On the same day, Hran Bark was targeted by Saudi
warplanes,terrifying the visitors of this Bark.
The Saudi warplanes also targeted Dhamar Regional Museum which
contains a lot of artifacts, some of them dating back to 2000 years BC. These

Bombing of Hran area - Dhamar in 21/5/2015
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artifacts are protected under international law(1).
Dhamar University was also targeted by Saudi warplanes. Its cafeteria  
was destroyed and other buildings were severely damaged.
The professional Institute, located in Al Drib area north of Dhamar city
near Dhamar University, was also destroyed.

Victims' Testimonies :
• Ali Ali Mohssan Al- Fatimy,45- year – old, the only survivor of a family of
10 persons, said  "I was out of the house when warplanes targeted our
district,Roma District , all my family
members were killed. Five children,
three women , and my young son
Mohammed  were  killed and no one
survived. What is the reason for killing
us ?!! I really I don›t know. There is no
military targets near or in this place.
I wonder what we did to them?!. I
Al- Fatimy House
have no family and no house now for
what ?!!. My psychological condition
is unspeakable. My life turned into nothing". He couldn›t continue as
tears were pouring from his eyes (2).
• Hussain Ismail Rawia 15-year- old, told us that as he was at the bark, the
Saudi warplane were flying overhead.
Suddenly, these warplanes targeted
the museum,the Bark and the top
of Hran Mountain which prompted
people to flee the bark. Unfortunately,
he was wounded by shrapnel(3).
• Bashar Ameen Dares 20-year-old,
said that he was near the targeted

30

A house which was destroyed in one of the
Saudi airstrikes on Hran

(1) Hague convention and the additional protocol to Geneva convention criminalize the targeting of cultural
heritage.
(2) Legal Center interview with Ali Ali Mohassan Al-Fatimy Dhamar city, 22 May 2015.
(3) Legal Center interview with Hussain Ismail Rawia, Dhamar city, 22 May 2015.
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buildings in Hran. Many buildings such as Dhamar Museum and Seismic
Monitoring Center were destroyed by airstrikes. He also was hit by
shrapnel(1).

Witnesses :
• Saleh Mohammed Alazi 25-year-old, said that his personal properties
were severely damaged by product of the bombing of the University
cafeteria . Many cars were destroyed according to his testimony.
Others confirmed that the roaring of warplanes was followed by strong
explosions. They rushed to the scene where many houses were completely
destroyed on the heads of their habitants. One of these destroyed houses
was the house of Ali Alfatimy .
had met the General Manager of Almdina
Legal Center Hospital in Dhamar who informed us that the
victims were rushed to the hospital for medical treatment and he provided
us with a list contains the names  of the killed and injured victims and their
medical records. He also informed us that the healthy situation may reach
a humanitarian catastrophe. There is no medical supplies or electricity,
because of the blockade imposed on Yemen by The Saudi-led coalition(2).

Causalities :
►(20) civilians were killed, including (9) victims from the same family.
(20) others were injured.
►Causing the destruction of Dhamar Museum, Seismic Monitoring
Center, Water Pump, Hotel, Five houses of civilians and University
break.
►(7) houses, Al-Azizi mosque, the University buildings, professional
Institute, buildings, an oil company branch , and other civilian facilities
were damaged.
(1) Legal Center interview with Bashar Ameen Dares, Dhamar city, 22 May 2015.
(2) Legal Center interview with The General Manager of Almdina Hospital, Dhamar city, 22 May 2015.
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The Violation According to International Law:
Making civilians/ civilian objects, buildings dedicated to
religion,education or buildings with historic value the object of attack is
a serious violation of international law
and international humanitarian law(1).
The Saudi-Led coalition violated
International Law when it targeted
civilians and civilian objects, killing 20
civilians and wounding (20) others,
among them many women and children.

the Seismic Monitoring Center in Hran area

Many civilian objects such as Seismic Mentoring Center, Dhamar
Museum and university buildings, were destroyed without an objective
reason. These facilities are not military targets and hadn't been used for
military purpose so this violation mounts to a war crime.Legal Center and
a lot of international and local organizations have monitored many similar
crimes committed by the Saudi led coalition.

32

1 Article 52, Civilian objects shall not be the object of attack or of reprisals. Civilian objects are all objects
which are not military objectives as defined in paragraph 2.
-.Attacks shall be limited strictly to military objectives. In so far as objects are concerned, military objectives
are limited to those objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to
military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling
at the time, offers a definite military advantage.
-. In case of doubt whether an object which is normally dedicated to civilian purposes, such as a place of worship,
a house or other dwelling or a school, is being used to make an effective contribution to military action, it
shall be presumed not to be so used.
- Article 48, In order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects, the
Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and
between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against
military objectives.
- Article 25The attack or bombardment, by whatever means, of towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are
undefended is prohibited.
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Annexes
Annex(1) Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims.

Annex(2) Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims.
Annex (3) List Contains all the Destroyed and Damaged Houses
and Facilities
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Annex(1)
Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims
NO
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Name

Gender
Female

Age
3

Female

7

Female

9

Male

10

Female

10

Female

25

Female

25

Female

27

Male

28

Region location
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar Roma Al
Qdima
Dhamar
Hran

Time
21/5/2015

1

Tasbih Mohamed Ali Al-Fatimy

2

Rawafed Mohamed Ali Al- Fatimy

3

Rymas Mohamed Ali Ali Al-Fatimy

4

Saleh Alradai

5

Baris Hamoud Ali Al-Gholami

6

Bushra Hassan Ali Al-Fatimy

7

Anba'a Hassan Ali Mohssen flah
Al- Fatimy

8

Katibah Saleh Saleh Al-Romish

9

Mohmed Ali Mohssen Al- Fatimy

10

Ehtram Mohamed Ali Saleh AlFatimy

Female

30

11

Mohamed Abdullah Al Mtoikal

Male

-

12

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

13

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

14

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

15

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

16

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

17

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

18

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

19

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015

20

unidentified corpse

Male

Dhamar

Hran

21/5/2015
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21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
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Some Pictures of Killed Victims in Dhamar

A child was killed
as a result of the
Saudi-led coalition
airstrikes .

(9) members of AlFatimy family killed
under the rubble
of their destroyed
house .

Some of the victims
who were killed in
a Saudi airstrike on
Dhamar province .
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Annex(2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Name
Awali Mohamed Ali Al-Fatimy
Abdullah Ibrahim Al-Dawlah
Hussin Ismail Rawih
Bashar Ameen Dhras
Abo Kans Al-Mrhabi
Saleh Mohamed Ali Al- Fatimy
Wazir Yahya Hussin Ali
Abdullah Ahmed Ali Al- Wajih
Adibah Mohamed Ali Al-Fatimy
Hailah Ali Alhaj Mohamed
Bashar Ali
Raziqah Saleh Mogbil
Saleh Hassan Alwashali
Ali Mohamed Al-Fail
Hussin Al- Omissai
Mojahed Qaid Aljdibi
Abdulkarim Al-Dhiani
Shaker Qaid Manswer
Unknown

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

age
16
27
25
20
30
35
27
28
20
70
20
25
27
25
35
28
30
28
25

Region
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar

location
Roma Al Qdima
Harn
Harn
Harn
Harn
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Roma Al Qdima
Harn
Harn
Harn
Harn

Time
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015
21/5/2015

An injured victim,
who had one of his
legs amputated
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Annex (3)
List Contains all the Destroyed and Damaged Houses and Facilities
Owner/ Facility
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Mohammed Ali Ali Mohssen AL-Fatimy
Hamoud Ali Ali Mohssen
Mohammed Ali Saleh
Mohammed Asaloi
Abdullah Mohammed Al-Matari
Majid Aladharai
Munif AlNqip
Abdalrguib Hubaishi
Ali Al-Yari
Abdulaziz Wosabi
Mohammed Saleh al-Shuaibi
Ahmed Saleh Alrqihi
AL-Azizi Mosque
Ahmed Hussain Azizi

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Dhamar Museum
The seismic monitoring center
A water pump
A tourist hotel
Dhamar University cafeteria
Dhamar University buildings
The professional institute
An oil company branch

Level
of Destruction

Facility

Province

District

House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Roma district
Dhamar city
The University.N

Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed

House

Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar

Facility
Facility
Facility
Facility
Facility
Facility
Facility
Facility

Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar
Dhamar

Hran
Hran
Hran
Hran
The University.N
The University.N
The University.N
The University.N

Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed
Partially destroyed

Place of worship op

Partially destroyed

Dhamar Museum
after the bombing

The Seismic
Monitoring
Center after the
bombing

Bombing of Hran area - Dhamar in 21/5/2015
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Five Crimes

Airstrikes in Multiple Places
Taiz Governorate
Between April 11 and May 27, 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Background
On 26 March 2015 Thursday after midnight, Saudi Arabia declared the
beginning of its military operation in Yemen, under the name " Decisive
Storm ". Ten countries take part in this operation to, as they claimed,support
the president Abdu Raboh Hadi Against Ansar Allah and loyal forces to the
former president of Yemen "Ali Saleh".According to The Gulf Cooperation
Council, the main reason for this intervene in Yemen is to help the Yemeni
people and to stop the Houthi takeover of Yemen,which represents a threat
to national and regional security.
The countries which had announced their participation in the
operation "Decisive Storm" are (the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar,
Kuwait). Also, (Jordan, Egypt, Morocco, Sudan, Pakistan ) had declared their
participation,but their parliaments refused to participate in any ground
operations. The United States declared its intelligence and logistical support
for the Saudi- led collation.
Legal Center, in response to its humanitarian duties to promote
and protect human rights, has monitored and documented all expected
violations since the beginning of this war,lunching airstrike campaign is the
first of which for it is an aggression war, and the Security Council is the
only part that could take such decision in case if there is a real danger that
threatens international peace and security.
The deliberate targeting of civilians and civilian objects and the
bombing of residential areas are the grossest violations of many other
violations committed by Saudi Arabia and it's alliance. The Saudi-led
coalition launched many raids on multiple Yemeni provinces such as Taiz
province, which is located in the center of Yemen, 270Km far from Sana'a. It
is worth mentioning that Taiz province does not only suffer the Saudi blind
airstrikes but also a violent conflict between the Yemeni army backed by
Houthi fighters, well known as Ansar Allah, and pro-Hadi forces backed by
Al-Aslah members, financed by Saudi Arabia.

Details :
Between 11 April and 17 May,2015 the Saudi-led coalition launched a
series of unlawful air strikes on multiple places in Taiz province, resulting in
enormous civilian causalities.
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Crime Number (17)
Bombing of ALDhara Village
On Sunday 11 April 2015 after midnight, the Saudi warplanes
targeted a district of marginalized people, the entrance of ALDhara
village in Al Tazia district –Taiz governorate, killing 11 civilians among
them 9 children and women; injuring 7 civilians, most of them were
women and children, and destroying 7 houses. The searching for
survivors continued to the next day.
The victims of this attack confirmed that the strikes were carried
out by jets, flying at low altitude.  Legal Center blamed Saudi Arabia
and its alliance for being responsible for this violent attack for reason
that the Saudi- led coalition declared the Royal Saudi Air Force to be
in full control of Yemeni airspace.
The Security Committee, head by Shoqi Hail Governor of Taiz,
issued a strong condemnation of this attack on innocent civilians, in
which dozens of civilians died.

Crime Number (18)
Bombing of Dar Al-Nusr
On Tuesday 26 May 2015 at 5:00 a.m. , Saudi aircraft launched an
attack on a village, called Dar Al-Nusra which is located in Sabir district
, destroying a mosque   and houses on the heads of their habitants.
An entire family of 6 children and two women,was wiped out in this
attack,except for the father of this family. This attack also caused
injuries to 15 civilians, most of them were women and children, and
damage to many houses.
Al-Arabiya Channel, a Saudi – owned pan- Arab television news
channel, and Al-Jeezera channel reported that the Saudi- led coalition
Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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warplanes had attacked a Houthi military base. This claim received a
strong condemnation by the residents of this area who confirmed that
the victims of this crime did not take  part in this conflict.

Crime Number (19)
Bombing of Mfriq Al-Qbita
On Wednesday 27 May 2015 at 9:30 a.m., the Saudi –led coalition
warplanes targeted a market, a mosque ,and a car, carrying some
passengers, in Mfriq Al-Qbita which is located in Al-Rahda district in
the south of Taiz province, causing the death of (20) civilians, including
(5) children,and wounding no less than (24) civilians.
In addition to the loss of the human lives, many houses and shops
were either destroyed or damaged as a result of the bombing.
The Saudi-led coalition claimed that its warplanes had only
targeted a legitimate target "Houthi Forces",and no harm was inflicted
on civilians. In the other hand, residents and witnesses confirmed that
there were no Houthis or allied forces in the village.

Crime Number (20)
Thabat Region
On the noon of 27 May 2015, the Saudi-led coalition warplanes
launched airstrikes on Thabat region, destroying a two-story house,
belongs to a retired army general " Qasm Rouhani ''. This house was
inhabited by two families, the general's family and another family,
which leased a part of the house. The retired army general was killed
and two of his family members, his son Sadiq and his daughter. Two
members of the other family were killed and four others were wounded.
One of the victims' relative was wondering about the reason behind
the targeting of this house and killing his people?!!.
Through our filed research and our interviews with witnesses and
victims, we would confirm that there was not any  military target  in or
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around the targeted places.
Saudi Arabia and its alliance show indifference to the value of
human lives . How many civilians have been killed without any objective
reason since the beginning of this war?!. The perpetrators of these
crimes should be punished to the fullest extent.

Taiz Suffering
The Saudi-led coalition intervention in Yemen led to a cute
humanitarian crisis in many Yemeni provinces, including Taiz province
throughout the aerial and naval blockade imposed on Yemen by Saudi
Arabia . Taiz is suffering the lack of medical supplies and other important
needs such as fuel. As an expected result, the province's institutions
are suffering from stagnation, which may lead
Making civilians
to a humanitarian catastrophe, and the only
or civilian objects
way to avoid this humanitarian catastrophe
and end the humanitarian suffering in Taiz the object of attack
is prohibited and
province as well as many Yemeni provinces is
by taking serious steps to end the blockade categorized as a war
crime, according
and the conflict which both are worsening
to International
the situation in Yemen.
Humanitarian Law.

Crime Number (21)
Al-Qahra Castle
Al-Qahra Castle, one of the most
important historical places in Yemen,
was struck for many times by the Saudiled coalition warplanes in a real violation
of the international conventions.
It's worth mentioning that the Saudiled coalition warplane had targeted many
historical places across Yemen, showing
no respect for any laws or conventions.

Al-Qahra castle at the of the bombing

Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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Annexes
Annex (1) Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims

Location : Dar Al-Nsur, Sabir DIstrict.

Annex (2) Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims

Location : Mfriq Al-Qbita Al-Rahda District
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Annex (1)
Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
Location : Dar Al-Nsur, Sabir DIstrict.
Date: 26 May 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Mohammed Khaled Hamoud Al-Gheily
Sarah Khaled Hamoud Al-Gheily
Jamil Dhaifullah Abdo Ahmed
Raghad Dhaifullah Abdo Ahmed
Mohsen Abdo Mohsen
Khlood Khaled Hamoud Al-Gheily
Fawzia Abdo Ahmed Dhafiri
Katba Naji Al-Jaradi

Age
1
3
8
10
11
12
35
70

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

Photos of Some Killed Victims in Dar Al-Nsur, Sabir District

A child of only
one year,named
Mohammed Khaled
Al-Gheily, was killed
as a result of the
Saudi boming.

Two children killed
by the Saudi-led
coalition

Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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Photos of Some Killed Victims Killed in a Saudi Airstrike on ALDhara Village,
11 April 2015.

One of the
marginalized ones
killed in an airstrike
carried out by the
Saudi-led coalition
warplanes.

Another victim of
the marginalized
ones killed under the
rubble.

A photo of two
children who were
killed under the
rubble of their
destroyed house .
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Annex (2)
Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
Location : Mfriq Al-Qbita Al-Rahda District Date: 27 May 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Mohammed Najib Mohammed Ali
Salwa Abdul Karim
Nehaia Ali Mohammad
Farooq Muqbil Abdullah
Wadah Abdul Hakim Abu Osama
Mahmoud Mohammed Yahya
Mahmoud Abdo Mohammed Yahya
Mahmoud Abdel Aziz Ahmad Faqih

Gender
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

Age
Under 18
5
3
8
15
40
30

Photos of Some Victims Killed in Mfriq Al-Qbita Al-Rahda District

A corpse belongs to
one of the victims
who killed in a Saudi
airstrikes on Mfriq
Al-Qbita .

A young man killed
as result of the Saudi
bombing on Mfriq
Al-Qbita.

Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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Names and Identifying Information of Some of the Injured Victims
Location : Mfriq Al-Qbita,Al-Rahda Directorate.
Date: 27 May 2015
Name
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Gender

1

Rshid Mohammed Mahyoob

Male

2

Shaker Mohammed Abdo

Male

3

Lamia Saeed

4

Imad Abdul Salam

Male

5

Essam Khaled Baggash

Male

6

Mohammed Saleh

Male

7

Alwan Nasser Faqih

Male

8

Sinan Abdul Aziz Ahmad Qubaty

Male

9

Mukhtar Waleed Ali Saif

Male

10

Muhaib Saeed Ali

Male

11

Mohammed Othman Talib Talib

Male

12

Ameen Jobari

Male

13

Mahyoob Saeed Ali

Male

14

Abdo Ali Saif

Male

15

Ameen Yasser Saleh

Male

16

Mohammed Nasser Naji

Male

17

Saddam Nasser Naji

Male

18

Najib Mohammed Ali Salem

Male

19

Mohammed Abdul Karim Saeed

Male

20

Farouk Ammar Abdul Salam

Male

21

Shakir Ali Ghalib

Male

22

Fawaz Abdel Hafiz Alsamey

Male

23

Abdul Salam Salem Abdo Saeed

Male

24

Mahbob Abdullah Al-Wdia

Male

Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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Photos of Some Victims Killed in a Saudi Airstrike on ALDhara Village, 11 April
2015.

Ibrahim Al-Hjri

Najiba Hassan
Abdullah

The remains of
the houses which
were destroyed
in an unlawful
Saudi airstrike .

The houses
of ALDhara
village look
like a pile of
debris.
Airstrikes on multiple places in Taiz
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Crime Number (22)

Airstrikes in Qa'a Al-Erah Village
Hamdan - Sana'a Governorate
2 June 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Violation Place
Qa'a Al-Erah village is located in Hamdan district, one of Sana'a
districts in the north of Sana'a . It is 10 kms far away from Sana'a airport, a
residential area of hundreds of citizens and most of its houses are simple
of construction.

A satellite image shows the bombed site in Al-Erah village -Hamdan

Violation Time:
5:30 p.m. Tuesday 2 June 2015

Violator:
The Saudi-led   coalition (UAE-KuwaitQatar--Bahrain-Egypt-Sudan-Jordan-MoroccoUSA) bombed a residential area and killed lots
of civilians most of them children and women
also destroyed the houses on their heads. It is a
military operation against Yemen in overstepping  
of the international legality of the International
Security Council and the United Nations.

The humanitarian
international law
banned acts the
random and deliberate
attack on civilians
and proprieties also
consider this as war
crime and dangerous
violation

This attack left (10) civilians from two
families dead, including (5) children and (3) women, and wounded (5)
women, a child and a man.
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monitoring and documenting team visited the
targeted area   and Al-Thawrah Hospital in the
capital city (Sana'a )  and listened to some victims, witnesses and saw photos
and videos. Also , the team verified that there is no military camp in the
area moreover, the nearest one is 5 kms away from the village.

Legal center

Details
At 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday 2nd of June 2015 , the Saudi aviation bombed
Qa'a Al-Erah village- Hamdan district –Sana'a governorate. The bombing
completely destroyed two houses one of them consists of two flats
inhabited by  two families, the first house which belongs to  Ali Al-Qabli
was completely destroyed ,  killing Noor Ali Al-Qabli, her friends who came
to visit her, and her brother Shehab.
The other house belongs to Helal Naser and consists of two apartments.
One of these apartments, which houses the family of Hussein Mohammed
Qaid, was completely destroyed on the heads of it's habitants. As a result,
four children were killed and two women were wounded. This bombing
also caused partial destruction to the other apartment, in which Zaid AlImad and his family live, and left Zaid Al-Imad, three women , and a child
wounded.

Witness's Statement:
Kamal Nasher Al-Saifi reported that "I was sitting with my friends

suddenly I heard an explosion of a missile which completely destroyed AlAtomi and Al-Mokbali's houses. We went to rescue the victims under the
debris , I saw a dismembered corpse of a woman, I was so sad because the
citizens aren't armed. I wonder" why Saudi Arabia bombed this village?"(1).

Wahib Marzoq Saleh reported that "I heard a sound of a warplane,

flying overhead. After that I heard a missile followed by a huge explosion, I
saw the smoke and fire from the village ,I was 500 M far away. The bombing
targeted Al-Atomi and Al-Mokbali's houses and destroyed the houses on
the heads of their habitants. We went to rescue the victims under the
(1) Legal Center interview with Kamal Nasher Al-Saifi, Hamdan, 2 June 2015

Airstrikes on Qa'a Al-Erah village –Hamdan in 2 June 2015
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debris most of them were children. Then, we took the injured to hospitals
in Sana'a. It was a disaster and the victims were poor and they weren't
armed. We wonder "why they targeted us?"(1).

The monitoring and documenting team visited the hospitals that
received the victims and documented the corpses in the refrigerator of AlThawrah Hospital-Sana'a and took photos.
Moreover, one of the doctors reported "the hospital received tens of
women and children were  from Hamdan village and some of dismembered
dead bodies  ,  there were two women one of them in critical condition".

confirms that the Saudi-led coalition breached the
rules of the international humanitarian law and
committed crimes against innocent civilians  which entails accountability
according to the basic Roma System.

Legal Center

The Saudi-led coalition didn't comment about the accident in local and
international media which confirms the overstepping of the international
humanitarian law and its responsibility for crimes against innocent civilians.
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(1) Legal Center interview with Wahib Marzoq Saleh, Hamdan, 2 June 2015
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Annex (1)
Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
Location: Qa'a Al-Erah Date: 2 June 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Shehab Ali Ahmed Al-Qabli
Qaid Hussein Mohammed Al-Atmi
Adib Hussein Mohammed Al-Atmi
Radina Hussin Mohammed Al-Atmi
Amera Hussin Mohammed Al-Atmi
Noor Ali Ahmed Al-Qabli
Labnah Sultan Abdulhamid Al-Malik
Sharoq Ahmed Al-Zafani

Age
4
5
7
9
11
20
20
20

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Photos of Killed Children –Hamdan –Sana'a

Adib Hussin
Mohammed AlAtmi
Seven years old

Shihab Ali Al-Qabli
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Annex (2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
Location: (Qa'a Al-Erah) Date: 2 June 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
Ferdous Hassan Al-Emad
Munierah Mothana Abdullah Al-Raimi
Huriah Mohammed Qaid Al-Atmi
Zaid Abdullah Al-Emad
Anisah Zaid Al-Emad
Huriah Al-Emad
Noor Mohammed Ahmed Al-Eamd

Age
4
30
30
26

24

Gender
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

Annex (3)
List of Destroyed Houses
No
Head of the family
1 Ali Al-Qabli
2
Helal Mohammed Naser

Level of Destruction
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed

House composition
One floor
One floor consists of two flats
for Hussin Al-Atmi and Zaid
Al-Emad's family

Photos of Destroyed Houses

Airstrikes on Qa'a Al-Erah village –Hamdan in 2 June 2015
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Crime Number (23)

Targeting Childhood
Al- Arm Village -Sabir Valley - Saada
3 June 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Violation Place:
The village is in Sabir valley in Bani Moaath, Sahir district - Saada
province. Sahir district is located in the south central of Saada province,
to the north side of Majzar district and from the west is Sagain and haidan
districts, from the south is Amran and from the East is  Al-Safra district, and
far away from  the Saudi border almost 100 kilometer from the north side.
Al- Arm village houses 9 houses of Al-Sharif families ,about 59 members.
Also , it is a part of Ramadan village which consists of 70 houses that house
60 families ,about 490 members.

Time and Date:
Time: Wednesday, 5:15 p.m.
Date: 3/6/2015

Type of Violation:
The deliberate Saudi targeting and frequent bombing of the civilian
villages in Sahar city-Saada province that resulted in extermination and
ethnic cleansing of the strain of Al-Sharif family and the elimination of
three generations (grandfather – father – son). Also , the Saudi aviation
destroyed the houses of Al-Arm village - on the heads of their inhabitants,
including women and children.

Violators:
Saudi Arabia and countries that joined in the war against Yemen:
coalition countries are: (the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain,
Egypt, Sudan, Morocco, Jordan, America)

Description of the Transgression:
On Wednesday at 5:15 before sunset at a time when the population
and the people of the Saber village go to their homes where the mothers
take their children into the homes in order not to let them in the darkness of
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the night but they do not know that the darkness of aggression was waiting
and intending to target them with all hatred and cruelty of humanity. The
aviation of Saudi Arabia and its alliance came and flew in the sky of Saber
village  targeting the innocent civilians. At those moments , everyone was
afraid and the rest of women and children went quickly to their houses
thinking that these houses will protect them but they did not expect that
the aviation would target their houses .
The aviation launched a raid that came out of the land of the two
holy mosques targeting civilian houses and destroying all the houses of
the village on the innocent inhabitants who are mostly children, women
and elderly civilians and none of them
carried weapons,   their village is not
near  any military camps. They have been
killed by the coalition aviation with sin
and aggression and destroyed all their
properties and killed their livestock.
Three generations have died under the
rubble where the baby, the mother and The remnants of the houses of Al-Arm village
the elderly Sheikh were killed.
The victims of the first bombing were dozens of children and women.
The enemy aviation didn’t complete its mission so it came back to bomb
the same place and re-launched other airstrikes for several times targeting
all civilians who rushed to the next village – the place of the disaster - to
help and pull the children and women out from the rubble but the military
aviation targeted them by one raid, Saudi Arabia and its alliance planned to
annihilate the villagers.
This attack left (53) civilians dead among them 36 children and 9
women, also another 12 were injured, the civilian victims stayed under the
rubble in consecutive days because  the aviation was targeting those who
rushed to help and rescue the victims, killing (4) of them.
When the citizens tried to search for the victims under the rubble the
aviation bombed them, not this only but also the aviation targeted everyone
Airstrikes (Al- Arm village -Sabir Valley – Sahar) in 3 - Jun - 2015
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who wanted to go or approach to the targeted place.
documents the cases of crimes of direct
Legal Center intentional killing of civilians, injuries and damage
through the statements of witnesses and experts, photographs, videos ,and
medical reports.
visited the area and inspected the place of the
Legal center violation, and reconnoitred its events, results,
and effects. Also, we listened to the testimonies of the civilians and saw the
bodies of the victims and documented
some of them. We visited the hospitals
to which the victims were rescued  and
documented all that.

Witnesses' Statements
• Witness Salem Ali Jaber reported that
Killed Children
"At 5:15 on Wednesday , I was on my
motorcycle when I heard the sound of the aviation above us , I saw it with my own
eyes bombing civilians' houses (my neighbors). Suddenly, I saw the sky covered
with the bombing smoke, the aviation bombed my neighbor's houses with several
missiles, I have never seen such terrifying thing as this bombardment. We rushed to
the bombing place to rescue and pull the victims out from the rubble, the aviation
completely destroyed 10 houses on the heads of their inhabitants. We were more
than 150 and tried to escape but the aviation bombed again with 2 missiles in the
same place,  we tried to rescue the victims  but the aviation bombed the same
place again and again so we couldn’t help them. The children and women were
killed under the rubble, 4 rescuers got injured while they were trying to help the
victims. Also, this attack killed entire families under the rubble where 53 civilians
killed in these raids among them 36 children and 9 women and 12 others were
injured . Also ,10 houses were completely destroyed.  This attack also destroyed 6
cars and damaged another 5 and killed livestock (caws and goats) which belong to
those families who were killed by the aviation. Today is the third day and we still
search for the victims under the rubble, where we could take out 27 victims and
buried them, the rest victims are still trapped under the rubble and we couldn’t
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take them out because of the continual bombardment .

Casualties
This attack

Graphs illustrate the proportion of children, women and men killed in Al-Arm Village.

◙ Killed 53 civilians among them:
►36 children
►9 women
►8 men
◙ Injured  12 civilians between critical and moderate conditions.
◙ Completely destroyed 10  houses with all their properties and furniture
and badly damaged a house.
◙ Completely destroyed 6 cars and damaged (5) others.

Description of the
International Law:

Violation

in Accordance

with

Legal center briefed on the incident and checked the targeted place, it
was a civilian residential area and rural village populated by very poor people
and there is no any military camp nearby the village, it was a residential
village in civilian area that is far away from the Saudi border.
Airstrikes (Al- Arm village -Sabir Valley – Sahar) in 3 - Jun - 2015
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The aviation of Saudi Arabia and its alliance deliberately targeted
and annihilated the innocent civilians in the village and killed 12 families,
and committed an ugly crime against Yemeni people and extirpated three
generations (Grandfather-Father-Son) and determined that no one will
rescue from this aggression by re-launching several raids in several times
and killing anyone who tries to approach from the that place and rescue
the victims. This cruel aggression and frequent bombardment violate  
international laws. Which confirms that the aviation of Saudi Arabia and
its alliance have committed a war crime against humanity with the prior
intent to exterminate the people of this village and intended to repeat the
bombing on the same site three times, and the ambulance while it was  
trying to rescue the victims and take them out from the rubble(1).
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(1) Article 52, Civilian objects shall not be the object of attack or of reprisals. Civilian objects are all objects
which are not military objectives as defined in paragraph 2.
-.Attacks shall be limited strictly to military objectives. In so far as objects are concerned, military objectives
are limited to those objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to
military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling
at the time, offers a definite military advantage.
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Annex (1)

Names and Identifying Information of Killed Civilians in Bani Moath, Ramadan
Valley – Saada Governorate, 3 June 2015.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Name
Asia Yahya Hazman
Zainb Garman Saleh Sharif
Taha Sadeq Hamood
Jaseem Saleh Hazman
Batool Salah Nasr Allah
Jarallah Abid Nasr Allah
Hameed Mojahed Abdullah Sharif
Zainb Saleh Basr Allah
Taha Saleh Nasr Allah
Fatima Adel Hefth Allah
Malek Sadiq Hamood
Mariam Jomaan Nasr Allah
Khadija Saleh Hazman
Alia Hamood Hussien Sharif
Amani Jomaan Basr Allah
Batool Mojahed Abdullah Sharif
Khabtah Salah Basr Allah
Malek Sadiq Hamood Sharif
Mohammad Adel Hafeth Allah
Basam Khalel Khames Talia
Bashar Sadeq Hamood Sharif
Zainb Soltan Jali
Aisha Mojahed Abdullah Sharif
Fatima Abid Basr Allah
Raja Salah Basr Allah
Mohammad Jomaan Basr Allah
Ahmed Saleh Nasr Allah
Mohammad Mojahed Abdullah Sharif
Najla Salah Basr Allah
Fathilah Adel Hefth Allah
Moath Ghalib Thaif Allah
Hussein Saleh Nasr Allah
Thikra Jomaan Nasr Allah
Abdulshafiq Sadeq Homood
Ali Salah Basr Allah Sharif
Eman Jomaan Basr Allah
Faltah Mojahed Abdullah
Saleh Hazman Sharif
Wafa Saleh Jareef
Ghaithah Abdullah Hams

Airstrikes (Al- Arm village -Sabir Valley – Sahar) in 3 - Jun - 2015

Gender
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female

Age
1
1
1
1.5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
11
11
11
13
13
27
26
26
26
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NO
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Name
Shargah Hazman Ahmed
Yahya Hazman Ahmed Sharif
Aminah Mohammad Naser
Zahra Damah Khatir
Fatima Hadi Agab
Fatima Hasl Shaab
Mojahed Abdullah
Mojahed Abdullah Basr Allah
Sadeq Mohsn Sharif
Saleh Basr Allah Jar Allah
Fatima Mohammad Shiban
Abdulkareem Adel Hefth Allah
AidhYahya Talia

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

Age
24
28
30
60
70
70
27
28
30
40
80
70
95

Photos of Some Killed Civilians

A child from Al-Sharif
family killed in an
airstrike carried out
by Saudi warplanes.

Children pulled from
the rubble.

Airstrikes (Al- Arm village -Sabir Valley – Sahar) in 3 - Jun - 2015
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Annex (2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
Location: Al-Arm Village - Sahar - Saada Date: 3 June 2015

NO
1
2
3
4
5
6

NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name

Hassan Saleh Ali
Nathir Saleh Ali
Abdullah Abid Basr Allah Jar Allah
the wife of Ghalib Thaif Allah
Jomaan Basr Allah
Abid Basr Allah Jar Allah Alsharif

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

Annex (3)
List of Destroyed Houses

The house owner name
Ghalib Thaif Allah
Hefth Alla Jar Allah
Saleh Basr Allah and his brothers
Ahmed Hizam and his brothers Saleh and Yahya
Sadeq Hamood Alaram
Mojahed Abdullah and his sons
the son of Basr Allah
Jomaan Basr Allah
Saleh Basr Allah and his sons
Adil Hefth Allah and his brothers
Ahmed Hazman

No
4 floors
3 floors
2 floors
3 floors
2 floors
3 floors
2 floors
2 floors
3 floors
4 floors
1 floor

Age
2
4
13
27
33
27

Level of destruction
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
partially destroyed

All what
remained of the
houses which
were destroyed
on the heads of
theirs habitants.

Image shows the
damage caused
to some of AlArm village's
houses.
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Crime Number (24)

Unlawful Airstrikes on Hiran Camp
Hiran - Hajjah Governorate
6- June - 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

This report documents one of the crimes committed by Apache helicopters of
Saudi Arabia and its alliance and proves the using of banned weapons in attacks against
the civilians in a camp for refugees who fled the bombing to their villages which are
near the border of Saudi Arabia.

In this tragedy,13 civilians were killed and more than 60 others were
wounded, including many women and children because of the using of
internationally prohibited cluster bombs.Some bombs, near the camp did
not explode which threatens the safety of civilians. Some of the bombs
explode when a civilian passes by them or touches them. The roads are
not the only parts that contain these scattered bombs but also the farms
of civilians which makes the situation more dangerous and puts the life of
civilians in a real danger.

Between 12:15 p.m. And 2:00 p.m.
Local time on Saturday 6 March 2015,
Apache helicopters of coalition attacked
a camp of internally refugees in Haradh
near The Saudi Borders. This camp
houses more than two hundred families
who left their homes ,escaping the daily
bombing by Saudi Arabia which has
destroyed their homes and villages.

Unexploded bomb found in the targeted place

Survivors have mentioned that the helicopters continued their flying
and targeted any one tries to flee, even animals were targeted. After a
period of time, Apache helicopters dropped more than 20 cluster bombs,
eight of them did not detonate were found with artillery bombs which
may explod at any time. In addition to the cluster bombs, the helicopters
dropped missiles (inch Rocke Hydra -7012.75) three of these missiles failed
to explode. All these deadly bombs targeted unarmed civilians who have
left their homes because of the conflict. These crimes without any doubts
are a real violations of international law,and must be regarded as crimes
against humanity. It is worth mentioning that there are no military bases
near the targeted camp and no conflict has occurred in this area. No less
than 13 civilians were killed and more than 60 others were injured ,among
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them many women and children. The only water pump, which provides the
displaced people with the necessary water, has been destroyed by product
of this attack.
visited the targeted camp and documented the crimes
on the basis of information from relatives and witnesses
who provided us with photos and videos of the victims,the weapons which
have been used in this attack ,and the targeted area.

Legal Center

The evidence that was documented prove that the Saudi-led coalition
committed violations of international humanitarian law which may amount
to war crimes.

Location:
A camp for displaced people in an area called (Deguej) which is located
in Hajjah Province,in the west of Hiran district on the main road between
Abss and Haradh,250 Km far from the district center and about 65Km from

A photo shows the location of describes the refugees camp which had been
targeted by the coalition

the Saudi borders. This camp contains simple tents and hunts in which 210
families of displaced people, who have left their homes to escape the daily
shelling that destroyed their homes, live.
In this camp there is  a well which was drilled by one of the international
organizations to provide the displaced people with the necessary water,
and that was the main reason for choosing this place by those poor people
Cluster Munitions on Hiran Camp in 6/6/2015
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. There are agricultural lands and farms for cows and sheep near this camp .
It’s worth mentioning that we did not find any military targets near the
camp of displaced people.
Legal Center for Rights and Development reported the details of the bombing,
according to testimonies of survivors and victims' relatives

Nasser Hadi Rajeh Khamis informed us by saying : " After we have

performed the noon prayer in a mosque about 500 meters away from
the camp, we heard a sound of an explosion of a rocket dropped near the
camp. Fortunately, there were no injuries,moments later we heard Apache
helicopters flaying and bombing the camp. The panic prevailed in the place.
We saw displaced people fleeing from the camp as Apache helicopters were
chasing them. A horrific massacre occurred to those displaced people,in
which many innocent people were killed and wounded. Some of the
victims' bodies were completely burned and amputated parts of human
bodies were scattered in the place. Three persons of my relatives  had been
killed in this attack , Ali Hashim khamis(60) years old,his wife Namah Yahya
Khamis (55) years old and Ali Dahan Khamis (65) years old.All the survivors
of this massacre and the residents of the area surrounding the camp have
fled to a distant place for fear of being targeted again"(1).
• Adel Hassan Ahmed Abdo (20) years old
• We met him in the targeted place and he took us on a tour to show us
the casualties caused by the bombing. He said :"The helicopters were
bombing the camp while I was in the farm about 1 Km  away from the
camp. Those Apache helicopters targeted and chased the displaced
people for some time, after Apache helicopter left the place, we rushed
to the scene to rescue the victims. There were dozens of wounded victims
, we ministered many of them. The coalition used multiple weapons,
including rockets, grenades and cluster munitions which failed to explode
some of which are still scattered in the farms near the camp. On the next
day of the bombing, two children found one cluster bomb lying on the
ground which exploded when they tried to touch it. Mohammed (12)
years old, was wounded in his hand, and his cousin, Ayesha Abdullah
Ahmed Gelhov (16) years old , her leg was wounded and she was taken
to a hospital in the center  of Hajjah city. Unfortunately, her toes have
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(1) Legal Center interview with Nasser Hadi Rajeh Khamis, Hiran district - Hajjah.
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been amputated. There are no military targets in this region at all, for
what reason these people have been killed ?! even sheep and cows  were
targeted by the Saudi Air Forces" (1).
for Rights and Development found (8) cluster
bombs,three rockets and artillery shells which all
failed to explode, and were scattered on the camp which covers an area of
space (2)Km square. The native people of this region expressed their fearing
of being in that place which threatens their lives.

Legal Center

visited three bombed locations in Haradh and Hiran,
we found small munitions and remnants of
cluster munitions failed to explode.  Legal Center spoke with witnesses who
provided us with some photos and videos of remnants of cluster munitions,
some of these munitions did not explode. It is worth mentioning that all
these attacks occurred in populated areas, which suggesting that these  
attacks launched randomly which is a real violation of the laws of war.

Legal Center and

Cluster munitions causes casualties among civilians either during the
attack or afterwards. These munitions may explode at any time if someone
tried to touch or move them.They have wide area effects and are unable
to distinguish between civilians and combatants. They also have severe
consequences that persist for years and decades after use, that explains
why the most of nations pledged not to use these cluster munitions and
signed an agreement provides for prohibiting these cluster munitions. Saudi
Arabia was not a part in this agreement nor the rest of the allied countries,
which led many international human rights organizations led by " Human
Rights Watch " to ban the use of these weapons.
• Mohammed Mohammed Mkin Gelhov 40 years old, barely able to
speak about his tragedy, he said :"Apache helicopters bombarded the
place with rockets and bombs, the civilians were targeted by Apache
helicopters . All the memprs of my brother's family were killed , they are
: my brother Ali Mohammed (60 ) years old, his wife (55) years old ,and
his daughters Safa (10) years old , Shuaih (19) years old, Fatima (12) years
old and saleha (14) years old. My brother was the only survivor of the
attack". He could not continue to talk to us because of his psychological
condition. His brother was next to him, Ali Mohammed Mkin (60 ) years
(1) Legal Center interview with Adel Hassan Ahmed Abdo, Hiran district - Hajjah.
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old said: I was looking for the necessary sustenance (food) for my family
and all of a sudden we heard the explosions of rockets that targeted the
camp. I rushed to the camp where I saw many victims were killed and
wounded,including my wife as well as my daughter Rabab (10 ) years old
and my son Saleh (12) years old suffered many fractures and shrapnel in
their legs and heads. Women and children were the hardest hit by this
attack. It is not a military area and there are no military targets near the
camp,why did they target us?!(1).

Ali Ahmed Ahmed Tarash ,only (17) years old ,said :"  I was outside

the camp about 1 Km. I was surprised by the explosion of the rockets which
targeted the camp which was crowded with hundreds of displaced people.
When I arrived to the camp , there were many of charred bodies and
wounded people. Among the wounded I have found my father Ahmed Trash
aged 70 years old suffered from burns in his face, fractures and shrapnel in
his right hand and leg, we don't know what is the reason behind targeting
us?!"(2)

Mohamed Abdo Handi ,(50 ) years old,  said: "My only 15- year-old

daughter  was hit by  shrapnel in her skull and face when she was herding
sheep near the camp."(3)

Casualties Caused by Bombing :
- Killing at least 13 civilians, including :
►3 women.
►2 elderly civilians.
- Wounding at least 60 civilians, most of them were seriously injured,
including :
►18 children
►9 women
►12 elderly men
- Destroying the water pump which provides the civilians of the camp and
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(1) Legal Center interview with Mohammed Mohammed Mkin, Hiran district - Hajjah.
(2) Legal Center interview with Ali Ahmed Ahmed Tarash, Hiran district - Hajjah.
(3) Legal Center interview with Mohamed Abdo Handi, Hiran district - Hajjah.
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the residents with water.
- Causing the exodus of displaced people as well as the residents of the
village of (Dagij) Hiran district ,who left the place for fear of being targeted
again,and for fear of being killed by the cluster munitions that spread in
and around the camp.

The Violation in Accordance with International Humanitarian
Law
According to international humanitarian law " civilian immunity and
the principle of distinction " Articles (48,2/51,2/52) and based on these
articles, civilians must be protected. The rival groups are required to
distinguish between combatants and civilians.

The prohibition against acts or threats of violence in which the primary purpose was
to spread terror among civilian population, in accordance with article (6/51) of
additional protocol of Geneva convention.

   The following acts are war crimes according to the Roma Constitution.
- The deliberate targeting of civilians
- The direct attack and using cluster bombs on civilians , the parties of an armed
conflict must spare civilians from violence.
-Causing casualties among civilians

1. Exposing the civilians to a direct attack.
2. Targetinternationally banned weapons and bombs.

We

hope this report successes in gaining the sympathy of the
international community to end the illegal killing of the civilians
by the Saudi armed forces and its alliance, and help those who seek to bring
the perpetrators of these crimes to justice, and we hope that this report
will help to charge the countries that have contributed and participated
in use or sale of international banned weapons such as cluster munitions
which are prohibited according to agreement in 2008. Even those countries
that didn’t participate in the agreement of embargo the cluster munitions
including Saudi Arabia and the United States of America which has sold
cluster bombs which has repeatedly used by Saudi Arabia in the latest
attacks on civilians.
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Annex (1)
Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
NO
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Nama Yahya Khamis
Ali Hashim Hadi Khamis
Fatima Mohammed Mcoly
Mimounh Kaid Hassan Khamissi
Ali Dahan Khamis

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male

Age
65
60
47
35
54

Location of targeting
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp

Photos of Some Bombs (Blu- 108) Have not Exploded yet.

Artillery shells
failed to
explode.

One of many
scattered cluster
munitions.

A cluster
munition (Blu108) failed to
explode.
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Annex (2) Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims

36

Name
Sptan Ahmed Mohammed Khamis
Ali Mohamed Mohamed Haddadi
Ali Mohammed Khamis
Aziz Mohammed Ahmed Khamis
Khalil Hussain Ahmed Khamis
Aziza Hassan Bahri
Nabeel Hussain Ahmed Khamis
Ali Jaber Ali Khamis
Zahrah Ahmed Ahmed Khamis
Hind Ahmed Ahmed Khamis
Zainb Ahmed Khamis
Aisa Mkin Mohammed Gelhov
Safaa Ali Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Fatima Ali Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Ali Farid Haddadi
Mahmoud Yahya Hussein Radaa
Saleha Ali Mohamed Mkin Gelhov
Shuaih Ali Mohamed Mkin Gelhov
Mariam Mohammed Zaid Gelhov
Rahma Obaid Hadi Issa Gelhov
Muhammadiyah Mohammed Gelhov
Ali Mohamed Mkin Gelhov
Rabab Ali Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Harbah Obid Hadi Gelhov
Mkin Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Sari Ibrahim Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Fouad Mkin Mohammed Gelhov
Ayesha Abdullah Ahmad Gelhov
Jaber Ali Khamisi
Ahmed Ahmed Tarash
Noura Ibrahim Mohammed Gelhov
Juma Ali Mohamed Mkin Gelhov
Quraish Ibrahim Mohammed Gelhov
Jabra Ibrahim Mohammed Gelhov
Ibrahim Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Ahmed Ahmed Khamis

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male

Age
45
28
65
18
10
25
11
30
35
6
70
16
10
12
25
10
14
19
40
10
55
60
10
18
55
24
16
16
45
70
12
15
21
16
55
55

37
38
39
40
41
42

Leila Hussein Zeila
Saleh Ali Mohammed Mkin
Mohammed Mkin Gelhov
Shuaih Mkin Gelhov
Ayesha Abdullah Ahmad
Mohammad Ali Hadi Hdah

Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male

37
12
12
75
17
23

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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Violation Location of targeting
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Hiran Camp
Injured
Injured
Injured
Injured
Injured
Injured

Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
Hiran Camp
A camp for refugees
A camp for refugees
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Photos of Some Injured Victims

Khalil Hussein
Mohammed Khamis
-10 years -

Saleh Ali
Mohammed Mkin
11 years old

Mohammed Ahmed
Tarash - 65 years -
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (25)

Bombing of Human Heritage
in Old Sana'a
Sana'a Capital
12 June 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

The Targeted Place
The old city of Sana'a, which contains many histroical houses, is one
of the oldest and most beautiful
cultural cities in the world. This city
of cultural hertiage has been added
to the world's cultural hertiages by
UNESCO in 1986(1), so it belongs to
all humankind. Unfortunatly, this old
city has been targeted by the Saudiled coalition, specifically Al Qassimi
The houses of the old city of Sana'a
area which is located in the south of
old Sana'a city. The bombing of this historic place is  a real violation of the
Yemeni culture as well as the humantarian culture.

• 6000 Houses Built Before the 11th Century
Situated in a mountain valley at an altitude of 2.20m , Sanaa has
been inhabited for more than 2.500 years, a densely crowded area of 103
mosques, 14 puplic steam baths (hamam) and over 6000 houses which
were built of burnt bricks.Some damage inflicted on this old city because of
airstrikes on a nearby target(Defence Ministery) which prombted UNESCO
to condemned these attacks. UNESCO also condemned the bombing on
Marb bridge on May 31 and confirmed that the airstrikes caused a serious
damage to the walls of the bridge. Also, Dhamar Museum, which contains
12,500 artifacts , was reduced to a pile of shattered stones by one of the
raids,some days before the targeting of Marb bridge.The targeting of historic
places is a violation of international law and should be punished.

Time and Date
At 2:30 a.m. on Friday 12  June 2015

Descrption
In addition to the loss of human lives , serious damage inflicted on a
historic neighborhood "Al-Qassime" of old Sana'a city carried out by the
Saudi-led coalition warplanes.
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(1) http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/385
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Violator
The Saudi Arabia-led coalition, the coalition is composed of (the United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Egypt, Sudan, Morocco, Jordan, the
United States of America).

Violation
At 2:30 p.m. on Friday 12th of June, Saudi warplanes targeted a
historic neighborhood in old Sana'a city which is considered as one of the
most important historic cities in the world. In this attack four houses of
civilians, some of them are refugees who left their homes in Nogm fleeing
the bombing,were wiped out. Old Sana'a city has already suffered some
damage from airstrikes on Nogm and other nearby targets. Many families
have left Nogm to this old city.
A missile hit Al Qassimi neighborhood without exploding. In this attack,
four houses were destroyed and five civilians were killed, including a woman
and her 13- year- old child. Also, dozens
of ancient houses were damaged by
product of this attack.The damage of
this attack caused severe damage to a
farm (Miqshama Al Qasimi),which is the
only source that provides four families
with the necessary sustenance.It seems
that the coalition is unaware of the
historic value of this old city.
On Friday June 12, 2015 , Legal Center visited the targeted place in
old Sana'a city and documented this crime by taking photos,videos ,and
interviewing with witnesses and relatives of the victims.

Witnesses
• Abdullah Mahdi Asbh (32 years old) said: "The sound of warplanes
was heard before the explosion of the missile. Moments later, another
missile hit the house of Abdul Qadir. The strong effect of this unexploded
missile on the area prompted people to leave their houses to the roads,
Bombing of Old Sana'a in 12/6/2015
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for fear of being targeted. Then, we rushed to the targeted place to
rescue the victims of this attack. An elderly man was pulled from the
rubble after the dawn prayer but he died soon after pulling him from
the rubble. Another killed victim,who is a pregnant woman,was pulled
at 10:00a.m. . It took much time until sunset when we found the rest of
victims.As a result of this attack,
four houses were destroyed and
other houses were damaged "(1).
• Latifa Mahdi Asbh (40) years old
"On Friday morning at around
2:00p.m. 12/6/2015 , I heard a
high sound of a warplane which
awoke me and my family,we rushed to the downstairs. The air quickly
filled with dust , we couldn’t breathe so we fled the house,which houses
four families."said she (2)
• Hisham Salim Ahmed AlKdes, 19  , said: "On Friday morning 12/6/2015
at 2:30p.m. ,I was at home next door to Abdul Qadir's houses. I heard
a sound of a warplane and antiaircraft. I felt the crash of a missile that
destroyed the houses of Abdul Qadir and his brothers and damaged
many historic houses which made the situation scary. Immediately, we
rushed to the scene to start digging out the bodies, where we found the
body of Shawki Abdul Qadir. Another corpse was pulled from the rubble
belongs to Hassan Abdul Qadir"s wife. We continued our searching until
we pulled two other corpses of Hasan Abdul Qadir and Abdullah." (3)
• Mohamed Ahmed Hajar, 46 years old, who lives in Al Qassimi said: "I
heard a sound of an explosion which seems distant,followed by another  
missile that destroyed four houses,which belong to Abdul Qadir and his
brothers, on the heads of their habitants. Five people including a woman
and her child were buried under the rubble . We heard their voices but
unfortunately we couldn’t save their lives"(4).
• Kareemah Abdul-Hamid Allous (35 years old) said: "On Friday 12th of
June 2015 at around 2:30 p.m. ,I heard a terrifying sound of warplanes
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(1) Legal Center interview with Abdullah Mahdi Asbh, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
(2) Legal Center interview with Latifa Mahdi Asbh, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
(3) Legal Center interview with Hisham Salim Ahmed Alkdes, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
(4) Legal Center interview with Mohamed Ahmed Hajar, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
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followed by  crashing which I thought it would blow us away.  Then ,I
knew that the houses of Abdullah Abdul Qadir, Hassan Abdul Qadir,
and Habiba Abdul Qadir have been destroyed. The father Abdul Qadir
Hassan, and his son Rashad were killed as well as a person from the
house of Hassan, who died with his wife .Also , Shawki died under the
rubble of his home"(1).

Mujahid Al-Ghayl, Secretary General of the Local Council District of Old

Sana'a reported saying: "On Friday 12th of June 2015 at 2:00 p.m., I was
informed that a missile dropped on Al Qassimi district.When I arrived to
the scene, I was shocked by the devastation caused by that missile which
destroyed four houses belong to the same family of Abdul Qadir ALMansour.
We started digging out the bodies from the rubble,it took until the sunset
of the same day. Five corpses of three men, a woman and her child were
pulled from the rubble(2).

Reactions to the Bombing:
UNESCO described the old city of Sana'a as one of the world's oldest
jewel of Islamic urban landscape.The Director General declared :"This
destruction will only exacerbate the humanitarian situation and I reiterate
my call to all parties to respect and protect cultural heritage in Yemen,I am
profoundly distressed by the loss of human lives as well as by the damage
inflicted on one of the world's oldest jewel of Islamic urban landscape. I
am shocked by the images of these magnificent many-storyed towerhouses serene gardens reduced to rubble.The historic value and memories
enshrined in these sites have been irreparably damaged or destroyed"(3).

Saudi-Led Coalition
Saudi coalition Brig. Gen. Ahmed Asiri said "For sure we didn’t conduct
any operation inside the city "he added "we know these sites are very
important "referring to the old city which designated an UNESCO world
heritage site.

(1) Legal Center interview with Kareemah Abdul-Hamid Allous, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
(2) Legal Center interview with Mujahid Al-Ghayl, Al-Qassimi neighborhood, 12 june 2015.
(3) UNESCO pulbished this statement on 12/6/2015 on its web site.
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International Humanitarian Law and Public International Law
One of the most dangerous violations is a violation in which:
Making the civilian population or individual civilians, not
taking a direct part in hostilities, the object of attack. Making
buildings dedicated to religion, education, art, science or
charitable purposes or historic monuments the object of attack.
confirms that Saudi Arabia and its alliance broke all
the norms of all international laws when they
intentionally targeted the civilian
population in the old city of Sana'a ,a • Targeting the old city of
Sana'a which had been added
world heritage site, causing civilians
to the list of human heritage is
casualities and destroying and
damaging many historic houses. This   a violation of the agreements
of the protection of cultural
evidence proves that the coalition
intentionally targeted   civilians   objects and places of worship,
including the Hague convention
without any objective reason, there
and the first protocol of the
is no military target in the bombed
fourth Geneva Conventions.
place.It is worth mentioning that
Saudi Arabia didn’t justify committing • According to the Hague
the incident as an inadvertent error,
Convention articles (2,3,4,5),
as its habit, but denied committing
cultural properties under no
the incident although Saudi Arabia
circumstances be the object of
has declared that Yemen air space is
attack and must be spared and
under full control of its air forces.
protected.
Saudi Arabia pretend that the
protecting of civilians is its top priority • Article 53 of the fourth Geneva
yet many direct attacks on civilians
Conventions banned act of
had been committed by Saudi Arabia
hostilities directed against
and its alliance.Legal Center and
historic monuments, works
several local and international
of art or places of worship
organizations monitor all the
which constitute the cultural or
massacres that had been committed
spiritual heritage of people.
by the coalition in all areas of Yemen.

Legal Center
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Annex (1)
Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims.
Lecation: Al-Qassimi Neighborhood - Sana'a, Date: 12 June 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Abdullah Abdul Qadir Al-Mansur
Rashad Abdullah Abdul Qadir Al-Mansur
Hassan Abdullah Al-Mansur
Hassan Abdul Qadir's wife
Shawki Abdul Qadir

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

Age
52
13
57

Photographs from the Scene Provided by Residents

People pulling
Abdullah Abdul
Qadir from the
rubble.

Pulling another victim
from the rubble.
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Annex (2)
List of Houses and Civilian Facilities Destroyed in the Old City of Sana'a
Lecation: Al-Qassimi Neighborhood - Sana'a, Date: 12 June 2015
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The owner's name
Shawki Abdul Qadir
Abdullah Yehia Abdul-Qadir al-Mansur
Hassan Abdul Qadir Yehia Mansur
Hassiba Abdul Qadir al-Mansur
Ahmed Alssiagi
Abdullah Saleh Aadaad
Shayef Ali
Ali Ahmed Surayhi

Facility type
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

Level of Destruction
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed

Photos of Some Destroyed and Damaged Houses

A photo of
Al Qassimi
farm
before the
bombing

A photo of
Al Qassimi
farm
after the
bombing .

The four houses
which had been
destroyed on the
heads of their
habitants .
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Crime Number (26)

Airstrikes on Al-Sharaf Fort
Al- Mhabisha – Hajja Governorate
26 June 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Details :
Al- Mhabisha district located in the north of Hajja province. A direct
attack was launched on multiple places in this district, causing many civilian
deaths and injuries and widespread destruction of civilian properties and
many protected objects.
On Friday 26 June 2015, the Saudi-led coalitions warplanes targeted AlMhabisha city as the civilians were getting out of mosques after performing
Friday Prayer. The targeted places were a historical castle “Al- Sharaf Fort”,
a mosque “ Abo Quba”, Al-Ameen School, near the historical castle, and
many civilians’ houses.
The first attack was launched on a mosque known as "Abo Quba",
about 50m away from “Al-Sharaf Fort “ .This mosque was built before 800
years. Unfortunately, this historical value had been reduced to shattered
pieces of stones.
Al-Ameen School, only a small area separates the school from AL-Sharaf
Fort, consists of two wings, one to the east and the other to the north. The
missile was dropped on the north wing of the school, resulted in destroying
both wings.
Al- Sharaf Fort, a historical castle, a missile hit the middle of this historical
castle, causing  complete destruction to one of its sides. Some guards of this
historical castle were buried under the
rubble. The Saudi warplanes targeted
the rescuers too, resulting in civilian
causalities.
Near Al- Sharaf Fort were many
houses, among these houses was the
house of hiaf Abd Allah Lutif Allah ,38,
Al- Sharaf fort
who said :“The first missile was dropped
near our house. The explosion was
strong enough to destroy our house on our heads. My son Mohamed ,7,
was severely wounded in his head and suffered some fractions to several
parts of his body . My wife Thabtah Ali ,33,suffered some injuries to her
hands and head. Also, my sons Ahmed and Mohamed were taken to the
hospital with injuries to several parts of their bodies. They are still receiving
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medical treatment in the hospital ".
The Saudi warplanes targeted a farm to which many civilians had been
fled their houses for fear of being targeted. Many of them were killed or
injured,among the killed victims was a child “ Osamh Zaid Al-Mhabshi ".
met Osamh's father Zaid Ahmed Al Mahbashi -35-

Legal Center year- old who told us how his son got injured.

" After performing the Friday prayer, we saw the Saudi warplanes as they
were targeting Al-Jard Mosque "Abu Quba". Anthor attack was launched on
Al-Ameen School and the historical castle " Al-Sharaf Fort". People rushed
to the scene,searching for survivors. The Saudi warplanes targeted them as
they were trying to rescue the survivors. I rushed to my house with Osamh
to move my family to a farm which belongs to one of my relatives. Some
relatives were already there for
the same purpose. We heard a
sound of a terrifying explosion
at the end of the farm. Osamh
was wounded by flying shrapnel
which took a big part of his skull,
he swooned immediately. My
wife was also hit by shrapnel in
her brain which caused her the
loss of the speech ability and a Osamh Zaid Al-Mahabshi receiving medical
treatment in Al-Thawra Hospital.
concussion. Many women and
children were wounded. We rushed the injured to a hospital but my son
was transferred to Al- Thawra Hospital due to his critical condition. In our
way to Sana'a, the ambulance broke down because of an explosive thing
which exploded at the rear of the car. I think it was an explosive device
placed by a terrorist. One of the crew was injured. I took another car to
get my son to Al-Thawra Hospital. Upon my arrival, my son was taken to
Intensive Care Unit. After three days, he died, I took him back to our village
" Al- Mhabisha" to be buried there"1.
:continued monitoring the patient's health condition

Legal Centerin Al-Thawra Hospital until he died. Legal Center

interviewed a doctor in Al-Thawra Hospital who confirmed us that the
patient's situation was hopeless from the beginning because he lost a big
(1) An interview with Zaid Ahmed Al-Mahbashi, 27 June 2015.
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part of his brain.

• Through Legal Center's
interviews with victims and
sent a team to
besides the official
Legal Center participate in witnesses
testimonies , we confirms
the funeral and to document the
that this violation amounts to
causalities caused by the bombing.
a war crime.

Legal center's team had visited AlMhabisha Hospital and obtained the
names list of the killed and injured victims.

• All residents and relatives
were wondering about the
reason for targeting civilians
and mosques and historical
places by Saudi Arabia which
had not been used for military
purposes.

This bombing resulted in 4 civilian deaths including a child; 17 civilian
injuries,among them 6 children and 5 women and caused damage to many
houses near the targeted places.

This wasn’t the first time that the Saudi-led coalition targets historical
places. Legal Center documented many similar massacres in which many
civilians were either killed or injured. A good example of this is the targeting
of the old city of Sana'a on 12 June 2015. In this attack, an unexploded
missile, launched by the Saudi warplanes, destroyed 4 houses and killed
5 civilians, including a woman and a child. On 5 /5/2015 just one month
before the targeting of old Sana'a City, the Saudi warplanes targeted the
historical city "Zbeed " resulting in civilian deaths and injuries and destroying
a historical mosque and many historical houses. These violations is categorized
as war crimes(1).
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(1) (a) movable or immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every people,
such as monuments of architecture, art or history, whether religious or secular; archaeological sites;
groups of buildings which, as a whole, are of historical or artistic interest; works of art; manuscripts,
books and other objects of artistic, historical or archaeological interest; as well as scientific collections
and important collections of books or archives or of reproductions of the property defined above;
(b) buildings whose main and effective purpose is to preserve or exhibit the movable cultural property
defined in sub-paragraph (a) such as museums, large libraries and depositories of archives, and refuges
intended to shelter, in the event of armed conflict, the movable cultural property defined in sub-paragraph (a);
(c) centers containing a large amount of cultural property as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), to be
known as `centers containing monuments'.
Geneva convention Art 53. "Without prejudice to the provisions of the Hague Convention for the Protection
of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 14 May 1954, and of other relevant international
instruments, it is prohibited: (a) to commit any acts of hostility directed against the historic monuments,
works of art or places of worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples.
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Annex(1) Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims

Annex(2) Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims.
Annex (3) List Contains the Destroyed and Damaged Houses
and Facilities
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Annex(1)
Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims
NO

Name

Gender

Age

District

Location

1

Osamh zaid Al Mahbashi

Male

4

Al- Mhabisha

Al-Sharaf Fort

2

Ali Yahiya Hussein Al Mamri

Male

40

Al- Mhabisha

Al-Sharaf Fort

3

Taha Mohamed Abdu Al Mohatori

Male

24

Al- Mhabisha

Al-Sharaf Fort

4

Mansour Mohamed Abdu Al Mohatori

Male

25

Al- Mhabisha

Al-Sharaf Fort

Osamh Al-Mahbashi

Osamh Zaid AlMahbashi when he
was in the intensive
care unit in Al
Thawra Hospital
Sana'a .
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Annex(2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Name
Elham Hussein Al Mahbashi
Nasim Ahmed Mohamed Al Mhbashi
Mohamed Ibrahim Ali Al Mahbashi
Ahmed Zagir Al Mahbashi
Bushra Yahiya Ahmed Al Mahbashi
Abdelmalik Sharaf Ahmed Al Mahbashi
Hamid Mansour Ahmed Al Mahbashi
Bushra Abdulrahman Al-Hadi
Abdulbaqi Ismail Al-Hadi
Amt Alrahman Ismail Al-Hadi
Thabtah Ali Hussein Haba
Mohamed Haiaf Latuf Allah Haba
Ahmed Haiaf Latuf Allah haba
Ali Yahiya Alkhalid
Amira Abas Alkhalid
Ali Hussin Almohatori
Mohamed Hussein Alshmiri

Gender
Female
Female
Mal
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Mal

age
30
12(child)
20
60
30
9
25
17
25
20
33
7
3
30
35
7
20

Region
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha
Al- Mhabisha

Location
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
Al-Sharaf Fort
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Annex (3)
List Contains the Destroyed and Damaged Houses and Facilities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Owner/ Facility
AL Sharaf Fort
Al-Ameen School
Abo Quba
School for learning Quran
Farm
Hiaf Abd Allah Lutif Allah
Seven houses of civilians

Type
Historical castle
Educational facility
Mosque
Educational Facility
Farm
House
Houses

Airstrikes on Al- Mhabisha area – Hajja 26-6-2015

Level of Destruction
Completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed
Completely destroyed
Almost completely destroyed
Partially destroyed
Severely damaged

Legal Center for Rights and Development
Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (27)

Airstrikes on Muthalith Ahim Market
Ahim - Hajja Governorate
4 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Location:
Muthalith Ahim in Ahim district, one of the districts of Hajja province,
which is located in the Saudi Arabia borders. It is called Muthalith Ahim
because the intersection of the main road leads to three directions. There is
a public market, a mosque , and shops in this region surrounded by houses
and farms of the people of this region.
This report documents by evidence one of a series of Saudi forces
crimes and its alliance and the deliberate targeting of civilians and highly
populated areas and unjustifies shelling on Hajja province, which is located
in the north of Yemen. It is one of the most places that have been targeted.

Details:
(Seven missiles, loaded with high-explosive bombs, fell on a market, a
mosque , and farms next to the market and killed at least thirty-five civilians
and wounded more than 46 others ).
Real destruction was inflicted on the   market, the mosque , houses,
and farms due to those bombs, it is a massacre against humanitarian law
committed by Saudi Arabia and its alliance deliberately, the forces continue
committing violations of the international law  by bombing markets, houses,
and civilian objects which are crowded with  civilians, the responsible for
these crimes must be chastened.
On Saturday evening, the seventeenth of Ramadan, 1439 _ 07/04/2015
A.D. , the Saudi-led coalition aircraft launched air strikes  on Ahim district –
Hajja province.
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Witnesses:
"Why the whole world is silent about these massacres against innocent
people.. What we have done?!".
A question was asked by one of the eyewitnesses, while his eyes were
filled with tears and grief; after telling us what he and those who were with
him saw :
"We were  a kilometer far from the market, we saw missiles loaded with
bombs , falling on those who were in the market and the mosque. when
the first bomb fell, some of people who were next to me tried to go quickly
to rescue the victims .At less than half a minute, we saw other missiles
,falling sequentially on the market and the mosque. We saw six explosions
in the middle of the market and the mosque, and the seventh explosion
occurred in a farm near the market. We watched blowing projectiles and
flaming shrapnel with body pieces, I imagined that I was in front of the
World war I or II scenes, like those moments that Germanies were raining
the city of London with missiles and bombs, I was with the others wonder
what is the guilt of those victims who are travelers and worshipers,  Saudi
forces pretended that they come to save civilians from Houthis. After about
an hour, the voices of wounded victims raised, we ran to rescue them"
visited  Al-Jumhuri  Hospital in Hajja,  monitoring
and documenting the incident, and met a number
of injured victims and doucmented their statements, their injuries varied
from fractures, lose of hands and legs to wounds in head and body, some
victims have lost the ability to see or hear.

Legal Centre

• Abdullah Ali Nasser Saleh, aged
23 years, said:
"After performing Taraweeh
prayers, we were surprised by the
fall of many missiles on Ahim Public
Market by the Saudi warplanes. This
led to the killing of almost thirty-five
civilians and the wounding of many
others, all from salesmen who sell
Qat, vegetables, or passers-by and

The injured/ Abdullah Ali Nasser Saleh
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travelersthe bombing caused massive destruction to the market and to the
property, goods, and commercial shops of the civilians."(1)
One of the injured/ Hussain Hamoud Kadash, works in the market and
sells vegetables, described the details of the tragedy, by saying:
" The warplanes surprised us by
dropping the first and the second
missile, some tried to escape after
the explosion of the first missile, but
the constant bombardment did not
leave a chance, so who did not hurt
by the first strike,  suffered from the
shrapnel of the second or the third
strike."(2)

One of the injured/ Hussein Hamoud Ka'dash

He narrated the incident while  
he was suffering from fractures in his hand and deep wounds in his right
shoulder, he was with his fellows "salesmen" engaging in activities of their
daily life in the market. He was not able to complete the sale of his goods
and bring expenses for his children and his family, who were waiting for his
return. Many of the victims , who were with him in the market, were killed.
• e. Khaled Awadh Ahmed (25) years old, is one of the victims of the
bombing on the market. He told us some details during an interview in
the hospital." I came to the market to buy some food and vegetables
for my family,   suddenly, the
warplanes launched six airstrikes
that destroyed the market and the
mosque " he added "I was with
some people looking for a place
not targeted in the market,but we
did not find, even the mosque was
targeted, a lot of civilians were
The injured/ Khalid Awadh Ahmed
next to it and some others were
inside, many of them were killed
and others were wounded, some of the bodies were charred, we stayed
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(1) An interview with Abdullah Ali Nasser Saleh, Hajja Governorate.
(2) An interview with Hussain Hamoud Kadash, Hajja Governorate.
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for more than an hour suffering from wounds and waiting for rescuers, I
could not save any one because I was suffering from broken legs, injuries
to my head and other parts of my body. However, the market is located
at a junction leads to three roads, people did not come to rescue us but
after an hour for fear of being targeted again"(1).
It was not the first crime, but rather a continuation of daily crimes
committed by the Saudi warplanes and its alliance against civilians ; while
Arabic, Islamic, and humanitarian nations are watching silently, as if the
lives of the Yemeni civilians do not concern them and all the international
conventions and treaties that deal with the preservation of human life
should not be applied to the crimes against Yemenis.
Hundreds of civilians including buyers, sellers, and some passers-by on
the road and those who were in the mosque were targeted by warplanes
which launched six high-explosive missiles on the market.
The massacre of Muthalith Ahim Market is one of the most violent
crimes of the Saudi-led coalition forces which is considered as war crimes
against all international laws and humanitarian principles, it reveals the
barbaric and indiscriminate goals of the alliance.

Other Statements
AL-Thawra Hospital and Al-Joumhuri Hospital in the capital of Sana'a
received some of the injured victims of the massacre, one of them his body
was completely burned  and the other one suffered fractures in his hands
and feet.
A specialist doctors assured us that the cause of the burning of the
whole body is because of the bombs and missiles that launched by Saudi
warplanes and its alliance against civilians and most of the cases received
by the hospital were the injured victims of Muthalith Ahim bombing.
Emergency hospitals in Hajja province also received more than 35
cases. Some of them are dead and others are charred. Also, they received
more than 70 victims with fractures and various wounds, some of them
(1) An interview with e. Khaled Awadh Ahmed, Hajja Governorate.
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have dangerous injuries. He added that the hospital is suffering from the
lack of medicines and medical supplies as a result of the war and the siege
imposed on Yemen.
One of the civilians said: "Where are the governmental facilities in the
market which prompted Saudi forces to target the restaurants, civilians,
shops, and everything in the market".
Another one confirms this by saying : "This market contains all the
needs of civilians; for example, restaurants, Qat shops, and a station for
bottling and selling water.
watched most of the bodies lined next to each

Legal Center other. Some of them were charred and some others

were cut into pieces, including heads and their features were obliterated.

The victims' relatives did not know them as a result of their charred
bodies which were cut into pieces.
A view tells the extermination of the war that took a place in the
world wars, which international human rights conventions came from
and forbade any violations or attacks against civilians and civilian objects
because of the damage caused by the two world wars. Therefore, Legal
Center demanded the actual implementation of these agreements. We
need for new agreements due to the crimes committed by the Saudi forces
and its alliance against Yemenis because the previous agreements became
useless for the absence of any deterrent to the aggression to stop them
from committing all these massacres and violations against civilians.
Ambulance had to take the wounded victims to Haradh, AL-Hodeida,
and Hajja hospitals because of the absence of many hospitals in the targeted
area. The arrival of the victims to the city of Hajja and AL-Hodeida took a
long time which led to increase the number of killed victims. This was not
the first massacre, nor the last, others also were committed before in Ahim
district and AL-Mazraq Camp for displaced.
The destruction caused by the aggression appears clearly in the market
and in the main road of the market, as if a panel guiding of the passage says
: " Slow down! The market that was bombed is here."
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International conventions and instruments which indicate to the
criminalization of all these acts were not honest according to the destruction   
that was caused by the Saudi-led coalition  warplanes in the main road of
the market.

•

Casualties

•

More than (35) civilians were killed ,including (2) children

•

At least (70) civilians were injured ,46 of them were documented by
Legal Center, most of them with critical conditions including at least:
(2) children

-This attack caused the destruction and the damage of ten shops, a
mosque  in the market, civilians' properties and goods, and cars parked in  
the market.
Description and international standards of the crime
As mentioned above, Legal Center confirms that the targeting of  
Muthalith Ahim market is a serious violation of the international laws, the
provisions international conventions, laws of war, basis of the provisions
of the Geneva Convention , and its protocols. Moreover, particularly the
provisions of the Additional Protocol to the Geneva Convention on 12
December  1949 . These violations appears clearly through killing civilians .
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Annex(1)

Names and Identifying Information of Some Victims in Muthalith Ahim, 4 June 2015
NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Name
Omar Sultan Abdulwahid AL-Kuhlani
Bashar Abdulhafidh Muhammad Saleh
Haroun Muhammad Hadesh
Majeed Abdullah Muhammad
Wadhah Ali Muhammad Hadesh
Abdu Ahmed Sagheer AL-Ra'ei
Muhammad Hassan Hassan Abqar
Tariq Abdu Ali Ahmed
Abdussalam Abdullah Ali Saleh
Shayeef Jarmoush Ali
Mohammad Hassan Qassem
Jazem Ali Mohammed AL-Wessabi
Younis Hassan Muhammad AL-Naqeeb
Afif Adel Ahmed Emad
Saleh Mahyoub Ali Nasser
Hadi Ka'b Eid
Ali Sagheer AL-Tahami
Abdullah Othman Ahmed Saleh
Abdu Muhammad Ali Qassem
Taleb Ali Abdullah
Muhammad Abdu Ahmed AL-Jema'i
Ali Abdullah Ahmed AL-Sahbani
Abdullah Ali Nasser AL-Saleh
Mete'b Qassem Ahmed Mujalli
Shawqi Hamoud Ahmed Mutahar
Muhammad Ahmed Jua'eeri
Mustafa Farhan Hasssan Mansour
Omar Abqar Muhammad AIsh
Khalid Awadh Radman
Ali Ebraheem (Unconscious)
Hussein Hamoud Ali Ka'adas
Mahmoud Ali Hassan Abdullah
Yahya Zaid Abdu AL-Khameesi
Jalal Saleh AL-Soudi
Muhammad Muhammad Ebraheem Sa'eedi
Khalid Abdu Ahmed AL-Jaradi
Abdullah Ahmed Ali Hakami
Ali Muhammad Aman Khamees
Ahmed Ali Muhammad Shaqdouf
Abdullah Ahmed Bakili

Age
35

Gender
Male

13
20
20
30
45
38
25
42
49
38
20
20
30
50
47
50
25
45
40
33
35
30
19
42
45
19
25
55
35
35
32
28
18
25
30
2

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
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NO
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Name

Age

Gender

Hassan Muhammad Ali AL-Ayssi

38

Male

Esmaeel Muhammad Shoue'I Otaibi

25

Male

Ali Shoue'I AL-Shaibani

28

Male

Male
Male
Male

35
-

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Annex (2)
Photos of Bombed Civilian Facilities
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Crime Number (28)

Airstrikes on Tqi and Al-Noum Markets
Al-Joop - Amran
6 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Location:
Al-Joob region is located in Amran province, about (10) Km far from the
center of Amran city to the north, on the main road that connects between
Saada and Amran province. This region has two markets (Al-Noum Market
and Tqi Market) in which people used to shop for produce.

Details :
According to survivors and eyewitnesses, the Saudi-led Coalition
warplanes targeted Al-Noum Market in Al-Joob region on 26 July 2015 at
about 5:00 p.m., 14 civilians were killed including 6 children and 7 civilians
were injured, including two children as a result of the bombing. The market
was completely destroyed with its all contents and shops,and severe damage
was inflicted on its mosque "Alskia Mosque " ;as well as, (10) houses and four
shops. A  bus was burned as it was
transporting civilians, among them
a child who suffered from burns as
result of the bombing. Two minutes
later, another attack was launched
on Tqi Market which is located in the
same region,1 Km far from AlNoum
Market.This attack claimed the lives
of 23 civilians including (9) children,
Al-Joop Market after the bombing
and wounded (19) civilians. Also,
three houses, four shops of victuals,
two others shops of vegetables , and a gristmill were destroyed. Five cars
were crushed and damage was
inflicted on the" Tqi mosque ". Legal
Center documented the damage in
this report.
visited the
Legal Center t a r g e t e d
markets in Amran province and
documented the details of the A photo shows the huge destruction that inflicted on
civilian objects
bombing by conducting interviews
with some relatives of the victims.
Legal Center also documented the names of the killed victims, most of the
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injured victims, and the damage that was inflicted on the houses near the
two markets.

Victims' Testimonies:
• Mohamed Hussein Awath 12year- old child ,one of the victims
who burned in the bus which was
moving on the main road near
the markets, said "The warplanes
targeted the bus as it was moving
on the main road. I was inside the
bus as well as many passengers. Mohamed Hussein Awath 12-year- old child
It was a miracle that we survived.
Suffering burns, we got out the bus which was burning. I had burns in
my face and my hand as you see"(1).
• Elham Mabkot Ali Tqi -30-year-old, she was in her house near the markets
, told Legal Center what happened to her house and family : " We heard
the first strike which targeted Al Noum Market.We saw the smock raising
after our windows were broken. Another missile hit another place near
our house,as we were trying to flee the house. Some sides of the house
was collapsed and all its contents ruined as a result of the bombing. I
was hit in my back by shrapnel , I'm pregnant in my ninth month waiting
for the coming baby"(2).
A doctor said that her baby is unharmed but the condition of the
mother is critical.
• Hamid Yahiya Ahmed AlKtwani -20-year-old ,who was  in the intensive
care unit of Al-Thawra Hospital in Sana'a. After taking a permission from
the doctor who is in charge of his case we met Hamid who said that he
was one of the survivors who were rushed to Al-Thawra Hospital. He was
in his house which is adjacent to the wall of Al Noum Market  in Amran
city which collapsed as a result of rocket fire from the Saudi aircraft led
to the death of many citizens and the injury of others, and he suffered
from injuries in his brain, neck and his ear"(3).
(1) An interview with Mohamed Hussein Awath, Amaran Hospital, 7 July 2015.
(2) An interview with Elham Mabkot Ali Tqi, Amran province, 7 July 2015.
(3) An interview with Hamid Yahiya Ahmed AlKtwani, Al-Thawra Hospital, 7 July 2015.
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Witnesses:
• Abdullah Mabkot Tqi 18-year-old
• "On 6 July 2015 at 5:00 p.m. I heard warplanes circling overhead. The
first warplane hit Al Noum Market, as I was in Tqi Market. After the
targeting of Al Noum Market, the warplane headed to Tqi Market and
targeted the market as people were shopping. The market was packed
with people which caused a high number of civilian deaths and injuries.
The injured victims were rushed to Amran Hospital, and the killed
victims were buried yesterday night, among the dead were three who
we couldn't identify them because their bodies were torn to pieces."(1)
• Walid Ali Ali Al-Hiaoty 23-year- old, one of the merchants of AL-Noum
Market,said :" While I was with my friend Abdulatif Al-Hiaoty, a strong
explosion occured. I fell on the ground hiding behind the side walk.
when I stood up, there was a bus burning in the middle of the road. I fled
the place to the other direction and heard the missile explosion which
was launched by the Saudi warplanes on Tqi Market. I went back to Al
Noum Market where they told me that my friend Abdulatif have been
killed !. I didn’t believe until I saw his corpse cut in half. I mourned him
and felt sorry for his 7 Children who became orphans because of the
Saudi bombing. There was a girl, her name is Enas (15) years old, next
to him and my uncle's son who his leg was chopped of as a result of the
bombing. We tried to rush them (the girl and his cousin) to the hospital
but the girl died before we could get her to the hospital"(2).

Medical Source
Some victims were taken to Amran Hospital and others were rushed to
Al-Thawra Hospital in Amant Al-Asemah due to the lack of medical supplies
in Amran Hospital and the critical condition of some victims.
Legal Center documented the victims at the both hospitals and
interviewed one specialist in Amran Hospital who confirmed that the
hospital received more than 30 injured victims as well as some corpses. He
provided us with a list of some killed and wounded victims. Some relatives
provided the center with the names of the rest victims.
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(1) An interview with Abdullah Mabkot Tqi, Amran City, 7 July 2015.
(2) An interview with Walid Ali Ali Ah-Hiaoty, Amran City, 7 July 2015.
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The Results of the Bombing
AlNoum
Market :

Tqi
Market :

►(14) Civilians were killed, including (6) children  .
►More than (30) civilians were wounded. Legal Center
Obtained the names of just 6 of them,among these (6)
civilians were two children, because they (the injured
victims) were taken to different hospitals in Amanat AlAsemah.
►No less than (23) civilians were killed,including (9)
children.
►No less than (21) civilians were injured,including (9)
children.

38% of the killed victims in the two markets were children, 2% were
women ,  47 % of the killed victims were men, and 15% of the killed victims
were unidentified.
The injured children represent 31% of the injured victims,69%of the
injured victims were men.
The two markets and the houses that surround the markets were
completely destroyed. Many cars near the markets were destroyed too,
including a passenger bus burned with its passengers ,among these
passengers was a child 12 years of age.

Graphs illustrate the proportion of children, women and men .
Airstrikes on Markets Tqi and AlJoop in 6/7/2015
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Violation According to International Humanitarian Law

Legal Center
including:

has already documented many deliberate Saudi
bombings of markets crowded with civilians,

• The bombing of Al Khmis market in Ktaf - Saada province on 03/28/2015
and the bombing of Aned Market, Khafji Market and AlAm Market in
Saada on 04/11/2015, and dozens of markets that were the direct target
of shelling in this province.
• The Saudi-led coalition has also bombed the market of Huth city more
than once, most recently the bombing that took place on 15/04/2015,
which killed 45 civilians and wounded at least 71.
• Saudi Arabia and its alliance bombed Khioan Market in  Amran city, and
killed (7) civilians and wounded (17)  others.
• The bombing of Al Qaflah Market in Amran city, which killed (3) civilians
and injured more than a dozen.
In addition, to all  markets mentioned above, many other markets had
been targeted in several provinces such as Aden, Lahij, Dhamar and AL
Hodeida, mostly causing civilian casualties. The targeting of these markets is
a punishable war crime under the International law. Legal Center hopes that
the UN responds to the request for formation of committees to investigate
in these crimes.
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Annex(1) Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims
Location : Al-Joob region , Amran province, 6 July 2015
NO
Name
Gender
Age
Abdulsamad Abdulbasit Yahiya Abdulkhaliq
Male
14
1.
Haisam Jamil Kaid Seraj
Male
14
2.
Inas Imad Imad Aldabi
Female
15
3.
Abdo Ahmed Yahiya Alhoity
Male
16
4.
Abdelghani Mojib Yahiya Abdulkhaliq
Male
17
5.
Mohamed Ahmed Yahiya Alhoity
Male
18
6.
Abdulatif Mabkout Alarhabi
Male
37
7.
Ali Hussein Alshohati
Male
45
8.
Abdul Basit Abdulsamad Aljobi
Male
9.
Male
7
10. Amjed Majed Mansor Tqi
Male
10
11. Mohamed Marsh Mohamed Marsh
Male
10
12. Tqi Zahir Tqi
Male
11
13. Mohamed Abdo Ahmed Hussein Alharthi
Female
11
14. Rina Mohamed Nasir
Male
15
15. Ahed Najeeb Alashowl
Male
15
16. Taha Ayedh Rashid Almojahid
Female
15
17. Raja Abdo Ahmed Hussein Alharthi
Male
17
18. Bashiq Ahmed Saleh Moftah
Male
18
19. Tariq Ameen Alsalah
Male
20
20. Mojahid Mohamed Marsh
Male
25
21. Sa'ad Yahiya Ayedh Alksari
Male
55
22. Mohamed Tafran Alsalah
Male
30
23. Essam Mohamed Hamod Alsalah
Male
35
24. Mohamed Drhim Al Tawil
Male
50
25. Yahiya Yahiya Tqi
Male
38
26. Habib Saleh Tqi
Male
28
27. Zahir Mabkot Tqi
Male
35
28. Abdo Ahmed Hussein Alharthi
Male
40
29. Yahiya Hussein Alharthi
Male
30. Enab Yahiya Hussein Alharthi
Male
42
31. Mohamed Nasir Alhiami
Male
45
32. Dafran Dafran Hussain Alsalah
Male
33. Zakria Mohamed Nasir Alhiami
Male
15
34. Sohaib Saleh Ali Mohamed Al-Shaiay
Male
20
35. Mohamed Saleh Naser
Male
20
36. Aimen Khaled Jahla
Male
24
37. Hithem Yahiya Ayedh
Female
60
38. Hassna Naser Al-Ashwil
Male
39. Ramzi Muhssin Qasm Al-Harthi
Male
35
40. Khaled Ahssen Fraj
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Annex (2) Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
Location : Al-Joob region , Amran province, 6 July 2015
NO
Name
Gender
Age
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Mosad Morfak Mohamed Abdullah
Hani Ali Yahiya Alahnomi
Morfak Mohamed Abdullah Mosad
Mabrook Rziq Said
Tawfiq Yahiya Abdullah Said
Shoai Yahiya Alshbshbi
Mohamed Hussein Awdh
Wijdan Habibi Mabkot Tqi
Ismail Ibrahim Almojahid
Afnan Zahir Mabkot Tqi
Hana'a Mansor Tqi
Hussein Mohamed Saleh Alsrihy
Abdulmalik Ibrahim Almojahid
Amt Alkhaliq Mabkot Tqi
Khuatim Mansor Ahmed Tqi
Dhakra Khalid Tqi
Ibrahim Mojahid Almojahid
Marsh Mohamed Marsh
Jamal Mohamed Marsh
Saddam Hussein Almahjari
Abdullah Saleh Hussein Alharthi
Ilham Mabkot Ali Tqi
Sabah Ahmed AlAbdi
Mohsna Almaksi
Abeer Abdullah Alstani
Osama Najeeb Alamari
AbdulKreem Mohamed Yahiya Ahmed
Abdulrhaman Mohamed Yahiya Ahmed
Najah Askr Yahiya Al-Aqud
Bder Al-Deen Ali Ahmed Al-Kzima
Abdulaziz Aziz Al-Kzima
Abdullah Ahmed Muhssin Ali
Khalid Al-Rawi
Abdullah Yahiay Ahmed Qasm
Jad Yahiya Sa'ad Al-Thlai
Mohamed Lutif Al-Lah Al-Shrqi
Al-Azi Ali Al- Azi
Yahiay Qaid Hamileh
Abdo Ali Al-Rbai
Qais Yahiya Al-Ahmdi
Hani Saleh Al-Gfri
Basim Ahmed Mousa
Akrem Mojahid Al-Jradi

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

15
12
35
22
30
55
5
9
10
12
17
17
17
17
17
28
37
28
25
32
30
30
40
22
5
15
18
19
20
22
25
25
36
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NO
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Name

Gender

Smir Ali Abdo
Tariq Aziz Mohamed Aobid
Wsim Al-Husam
Qasim Ahmed Shoai
Jhad Saleh Al-Akir
Mahdi Ali Soliman

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

Hamid Yahiya Ahmed Al Ktwani

Male

Photos of Some Injured Victims
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Annex (3) List Contains the Destroyed and Damaged Houses and Facilities
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

The owner/ name of facility
Zaid Sanan Aljbari
Marsh Dahan Marsh
Ibrahim Mojahid Almojahid
Saddam Almjhadi
Mogbil Alabdi
Nashoan Alktoani
Salim Alfaqih
Mohamed Abdulbasit
Hussain Saleh Hamdan Aldharhi
Mrafiq Mohamed Abdullah Mosaed
Ali Yahiya Alhoity
Mohamed Aldhairi
Alsqaiah Mosque
Mosque near the market
Jamil Alswadi
Ahmed Hajeb
Yahiya Saleh Alhoity
Saleh Mahdi
Ali Yahiya Alhoity
Saleh Mahdi
Saleh Alfaqih
Mostafa Alashmori
Mohamed Faqih
Mohamed Yahiya Saleh

Facility / civilian object
4 shop of foodstuffs
2 shop of foodstuffs
shop of foodstuffs
shop of foodstuffs
shop of foodstuffs
shop of foodstuffs
shop of foodstuffs
Gristmill
Car
Car
Bus
Bus
Mosque
Mosque
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

Level of Destruction
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Completely Destroyed
Burnt
Burnt
Burnt
Burnt
Severely Damaged
Severely Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged
Partially Damaged

Photos Show the Destruction Inflicted on Some Civilian Objects and Facilities

A photo shows
the damge
caused to Tqi
Mosque.

A bus which was
destroyed and
burnt in a Saudi
airstrike.
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (29)

Airstrikes on Khaiwan Market
Houth - Amran
8 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Details :
On Wednesday at 5:30 p.m., a new Saudi – led coalition airstrike was
launched on Khaiwan Market, a traditional market of Khaiwan area which is
located in Houth district, Amran province.
Three raids were launched on Khaiwan area by Saudi- led coalition
warplanes. According to survivors and eyewitnesses, the first airstrike hit a
gas station which belongs to a civilian called Hassan Shahwof. Less than ten
minutes later, the Saudi warplanes targeted with two missiles   houses and  
shops in Khaiwan Market. In the third raid, the Saudi warplanes targeted a
house belongs to AL- Ziadi family, destroying the house on the heads of its
habitants. Five children, their grandparent Yahiya and a man,who lives near
the house of Alziadi family, were all killed under the rubble, and more than 17
civilians were injured as a result of the bombing.
• Ziad Hussein, one of the victims' relatives, said :" On Wednesday at 5:00
p.m., the Saudi-led coalition warplanes launched many airstrikes on
Khaiwan area, one of which hit the house of my uncle Yahiya Alziadi, killing
him with five children of my relatives. One of their neighbors was killed
too. Six others were injured, including women and children, the bodies
of children were turn to pieces, others were badly burned. The house of
my uncle which consists of two apartments was completely destroyed as
well as some houses near my uncle's house.The nearby shops were also
destroyed with all their contents."(1)
• Faisal Saleh Mashrah -30-year – old, one of the witnesses, told us further
details: " On Wednesday 8 July 2015, our area was targeted with many raids,
one of which was launched on a gas station  belongs to Hassan Shahwof,
burning the station and damaging cars parked near the gas station. Fifteen
minutes later, another airstrike hit Khaiwan Market with two missiles.This
airstrike was followed by another airstrike which targeted the house of
Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi, destroying the house on the heads of its habitants. This
attack left 5 children, their grandparent and one of their neighbors dead
and 17 others,who were in their shops, wounded. The wounded victims
were rushed to the Houth Health Center and Khamer Hospital. It was a
genocide crime against children and women who did not commit any sin
to be killed."(2)

Medical Source:

Taha Yahiya AL-Sraji 35-year –old, works in the hospital, said :" The
hospital received 7 corpses and wounded victims with different conditions
between critical and moderate conditions. Some victims were rushed to
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(1) An interview with Ziad Hussain, 9 July 2015.
(2) An interview with Faisal Saleh Mashrah, 9 July 2015.
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Khamer Hospital due to their critical condition and the lack of medical supplies
in the center.  The Health Center is in need of medical supplies because of the
blockade imposed on Yemen which puts the lives of patients in danger."(1)

Causalities
This attack

- Killed at least (7)civilians,including
►(5) children
►(2) men, one of them is elderly.
- Injured at least (17) civilians, most of them with critical condition, among them
► (2) children
►(5) women
- Destroyed many houses and civilian properties
► (2) houses
►(3) shops
►(1) car
- Damaged (3) houses
Scattering the remains of children, women and the fall of many civilians
dead as a result of Saudi-led coalition dropped missiles and bombs becme a
familiar scene, happening daily in different areas in Yemen.Despite the horror of
the massacres that international laws and humanitarian principles criminalize
them, no humanitarian responsibility, commensurate with the horror of these
crimes, was taken by the International Community !!!.

Violation According to International Humanitarian Law
Through the evidence, Legal Center emphasizes that the Saudi-led
coalition, in contravention of the provisions of international conventions
and laws and the laws of war, committed a war crime by launching raids on
Khaiwan Market   which is located in Houth District, Amran Province,which
is a violation of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and of Additional
Protocol to the Convention Geneva 12/1949.
The Violation has been demonstrated in one of the forms of killing
civilians and intentional homicide which requires accountability, according
to the rules of law that criminalize the targeting of civilians during wars and
armed conflicts, especially as Legal Center did not find any military target in
the vicinity.
(1) An interview with Taha Yahiya Al-Sraji, 9 July 2015.
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Annexes
Annex (1) Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed
Victims.

Annex (2) Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
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Annex (1)
Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims.
Location: Khaiwan Region, Houth District - Amran, Date: 8 July 2015
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi
Ahmed Abdullah Yahiya Al-Ziadi
Farah Abdullah Yahiya Al-Ziadi
Tariq Aziz Yahiya Al-Ziadi
Anwar Abdullah Yahiya Al-Ziadi
Ahlam Hassan Salem Abu Hashlh
Khalid Mohammed Saleh Soma

Age
70
6
3
5
6
5

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male

Photos of Some Killed Victims

A photo of one of the
grandchildren of the
elderly /Yahiya Ali
Al-Ziadi ,both were
killed in an airstrike
on Khaiwan Market.

A photo of the elderly
/Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi
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Annex (2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
Location: Khaiwan Region, Houth District - Amran, 8 July 2015
NO

Name

Gender

Age

1

Jamilah Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi

Female

38

2

Abdullah Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi

Male

30

3

Halima Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi

Female

27

4

Zair Aziz Al-Ziadi

Male

6

5

Mariam Abdullah Al-Ziadi

Female

3

6

Fatima Ali Yahiya Al-Ziadi

Female

25

7

Horia Abu Hashlh

Female

25

8

Mohammed Saleh Soma

Male

9

Saleha Ahmed Hassan Haj

Female

10

Abdul Ghani Naji Hajib

Male

11

Walid Hassan Shiban

Male

12

Khalid Abdullah Salem Alfaragli

Male

13

Omar Yahiya Awaj

Male

14

Bassam Mohammed Zaid

Male

15

Azzam Faisal Azzam

Male

16

Moaaz Sultan Al-Hakimi

Male

17

Said Mohamed

Male

65
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List of Some Destroyed and Damaged Houses and Facilities
NO
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Name

Level of
Destruction

Number

Type

1

Yahiya Ali Al-Ziadi

Destroyed

1

House

2

Khalid Mohammed Saleh Soma

Destroyed

1

House

3

Abdullah Al-Mufaq

Damaged

1

House

4

Mohammed Yahiya Abelis

Damaged

1

House

5

Abdullah Al-Mufaq

Destroyed

1

Shop

6

Sultan Hassan Al-Hilali

Damaged

1

electronics store

7

Ali Motlaq Shaif

Damaged

2

Shops

8

Mohammed Tmaha

Destroyed

1

Car
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Crime Number (30)

Airstrikes on Al-Hadirah Village
Sanhan - Sana'a Governorate
10 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

After three months of the starting of the military operation in Yemen
,the Saudi-led coalition targeted Al-Hadirah village which is 8 km far away
in the east south of the capital
city – Sanhan district –Sana'a
governorate , killing lots of
civilians in this period without
any legality and morality , it
is a crime regarding to the
international
humanitarian
law.   The simple houses of this
Satellite picture shows Al-Hadirah village set.
village houses many innocent
civilians who didn't take part in
the hostility .

Description:
At 1:30 p.m. on Friday 10 July 2015, men and children finished their
prayers at the mosque of the village. While they were walking to their
houses, they heard the sound   of the Saudi warplanes and then a huge
bombing in the mountain which is empty , 5 km far away from the village
to the south side, they heard the huge explosion so they ran to their houses
after that the aircraft deliberately targeted the village with missiles and
killed many men, women and children .one of the houses belongs to a
civilian called Mujali Mujali Ahmed and the other house belongs to Hussin
Al-Gawzi were both completely destroyed .

The bombing led to the killing of 11 civilians ,among them 5 children and
four women , and left seven civilians injured , among them 3 children and
2 women some of them with critical condition . This attack also caused the
complete destruction of two houses .

Legal Center visited the village and  interviewed the Survivors and     

witnesses and documented their testimonies also visited the injured
in the hospital and confirmed that the Saudi Arabia targeted innocent
civilians in a residential area which is a breach of the international
humanitarian law.
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Witness's Statement:
• Abdullah Hussein Al-Jawzi (35 Years Old)
One of the survivor of the bombing, a bus driver who has a simple house
consists of one floor and houses
Abdullah and   eight of his family
members (his wife, children,his
mother ,and his brother's children).
This house is what they inherited
from their poor father, he reported
that "After we went out from the
mosque it was half past one o'clock,
Abdullah Hussein Al-Jawzi
I and my neighbor Mojali went to
our houses, he entered to his house
and I talked to some of my friends in front of my house we heard the flying
of Saudi aircrafts and then a huge explosion in a mountain , 5 km far away
from the village . Moments later,  the aircraft bombed my house and my
neighbor Mojali's house with a missile ,resulting in serious harm to my
head, face, neck, and hands. My house and my neighbor's house turned to
debris. My wife Wafa and Najm , a newborn , died as she was feeding him,
my dearest mother ,over 80,also died,my sister Mona ,35 , and my nephews
Taha and Ahmed died too. My sisters Hanan and Han'a were injured, I lost
my family  ,my house,and the bus which is  my livelihood also the livestock,
I don't know what is my guilty to bomb my house and destroy my life?"(1).
• Akram Mojali Mojali (17 years old) and his sister Fatima (13 years old)
Who survived the bombing, the only survivors of their family wich
consists of (8) members, Akram
reported while he was crying: "After
we return from the mosque on Friday,
my father was taking a rest in our
house from the heat of the sun also
he was fast, my mother was neating
our house, my brothers Eman, Mojali,
Ziad , and Mohammed were playing
in the hall of the house, my sister
The child Akram Mojali Mojali
(1) An interview with Abdullah Hussen Al-Jawzi, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.
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Fatima was with my mother in the kitchen, the Saudi aircraft destroyed the
house on our heads .Our neighbor's house was also destroyed , they pulled
us from the rubble. I was unconscious they took us to the hospital. All my
family members were killed except me and my sister Fatima"(1).
• Fatima: Reported : " After
performing the Friday
prayer , the Saudi aircraft
bombed our house with
a missile and killed my
father, mother, and sisters.
I and my brother were
seriously injured, moreover
our house was completely
destroyed, we don't have Two children sitting on the ruins of their home destroyed in  a
a place to stay in it and we
Saudi airstrik.
don't have anything , we
don't know where to go, we are orphans now."(2)
• Hanan Hussein Al-Jawzi (20 years old) and her sister  Hana'a (30 years
old)
  Hanan said: "A missile hit our house when I was in the bath ,causing
the bath roff to fall on my head,I was wounded in my right leg, back,and
my head. They took me from under the debris to a hospital in 48 Street.
My house was completely destroyed, I surprised that my mother, sister, my
brother's wife, and her newborn child Najm, who is ten days old, died. As
you see, I am in my uncle's house, because I don't have a place to live in, I
lost my family and my house."(3)
• Hana'a: Reported " the missile fell down on our house I was in the kitchen
which is outside of the house in the garden, preparing food for my sick
mother I found myself lying on the ground because of the explosion. I was
wounded in my head and arm. My mother,sister and brother's wife and
his son died. Also our nephew Taha and Tarq were wounded. Moreover,
our house and our neighbor's house were completely destroyed. We
don't know what we did to bomb our house?".
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(1) An interview with Akram Mojali Mojali, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.
(2) An interview with Fatima Mojali, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.
(3) Legal center met the victim in Al-Hderah village in her uncle's house on Saturday at 11th of July 2015
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• Jamil Mohammed Musleh (25 years old), reported that "At 1:00 o'clock,
we heard the fall of  the first missile on Al-Qarwan mountain which is
5 km away from us and the second missile which fell on  Al-Hadeirah
village and targeted two citizen's houses ( Mujali Ahmed Mujali and
Hussein Al-Jawzi) destroyed them completely. This attack left all the
family members of Al-Jawzi's family dead except for a girl and a boy and
injured seven others .We took the corpses from under the debris (the
wife of Abdullah Al-Jawzi her name is Afaf and her newborn baby he is ten
days his name is Najm) We took all the injuried to Al-Jadi Medical Center
and buried all the killed citizens. Our bus, which is the only livelihood of
the family, was destroyed. Also, 15 houses were damaged as a result the
huge explosion."(1)
Lots of witnesses
• Ahmed Saleh Hassan Al-Jawzi ( 60 years
with whom we
old),one of the victims' relative , said:"  I saw
interviewed declared
the missile from the roof of my house , moving
that there is no
toward Al-Hadirah village. It fell on my brother
military camp inside
in law's house, I went to the targeted place
or
nearby
the
and  saw the two houses wich were completely
targeted place, all
destroyed, we took the bodies from under the
inhabitants are all
debris (my niece Mona Hussein and the wife
civilians and most of
of Abdullah Hussein and her newborn baby   
them children and
(Najm). Also, we took Latif Saleh Al-Jawzi and
women.
my nephew Taha Ahmed Hussein who is in
critical condition ."(2)

Violation Description According to the International Law.
confirms that the Saudi-led coalition breached the
of the international humanitarian law and
committed crimes against innocent civilians  which entails accountability
according to the basic Roma System. The Saudi-led coalition didn't comment
about the accident in local and international media which confirms the
overstepping of the international humanitarian law and its responsibility
for crimes against innocent civilians.

Legal Centerrules

(1) Legal center met the witness in the second day of the massacre in Al-Hderah village, 11th of July 2015.
(2) Legal center met one of the relative's victim (Ahmed Saleh Al-Jawzi ) in Al-Haderah village on Saturday, 11th
of July 2015.
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Annex(1)
Names of Killed Civilians
Location: Al-Hadirah Village, Sanhan, Sana'a, 10 July 2015.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name
Najm Al-Din Abdullah Al-Jawzi
Mohammed Mojali Mojali
Ziad Mojali Mojali
Mojali Ali Mojali
Eman Mojali Mojali
Mojali Mojali Ahmed Mojali
Aishah Ali Hussin Mojali
Latifah Saleh Hussein Jabir
Mona Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi
Afaf Ali Shamlan
Ali Saleh Ali Al-Anjabah

Age
10 days
9
13
45
17
13
30
80
35
22
40

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male

Photos of Some of Killed Victims

Najm Al-Din Abdu,
10 days, killed with
his mother under the
rubble.

Mohammed Mojali,
9, killed in a Saudi
airstrike on AlHadirah village.
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Annex(2)
Names of Injured Civilians
Location: Al-Hadirah Village, Sanhan, Sana'a, 10 July 2015.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
Ahmed Ahmed Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi
Abdullah Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi
Taha Ahmed Hussein Al-Jawzi
Hanan Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi
Hana'a Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi
Akram Mojali Mojali
Fatima Mojali Mojali

Age
28
35
10
20
30
17
13

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female

Images Some of Injured Victims

The injury/
Taha Ahmed Al-Jawzi
Ten years old

The injury /
Akram Mojali Mojali
( 17 years old)
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Annex (3) Landlords List for Destroyed Houses
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Name
Abdullah Hussein Mohammed Ahmed Al-Jawzi
Mojali Mojali Ahmed Mojali
Hussein Ahmed Amer
Salim Yahia Al-Rajami
Ahmed Abdullah Mojali
Ali Yahia Hadram
Ali Hussein Al-Jawzi
Lautf Ahmed Hadrum
Hamid Ali Al-Rajami
Abdullah Ali Al-Rajami
Ali Hussien Al-Rajami
Hadi Al-Anjabah
Hussien Ali Mojali
Saleh Ahmed Al-Anjabah
Abdullah Ahdullah Hadrum
Mohammed Shaif Ahmed
Mohammed Ali Al-Anjabah
Hussein Mohammed Al-Rajami
Mohammed Musleh Ahmed

Damage type
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
partially damaged
partially damaged
severely damaged
partially damaged
severely damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
severely damaged
severely damaged
severely damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged
partially damaged

Some Photos of Destroyed Houses
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Crime Number (31)

Airstrikes on Workers' City
Sa'awan –Sana'a Governorate
13 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Summary:
The Workers' City, built by the Yemeni government in the early nineties
to integrate "AL-Muahamshine" the marginalized ones in the society and
employ them as street cleaners, is one of the neighborhoods which located
in Sh'aup district, a home for more than 5000 street cleaners and their
families.This city lies on
the east of the capital  
Sana'a near the tourist
city 1km far from the
United States Embassy in
Sana'a,which evacuated
its employees since the
beginning of the war.
On July 13, 2015 after
midnight,corresponding
The Workers' City near the US Embassy
to 26/Ramadan/1436Ah,
This picture proves the absence of any military sites
a night in which millions
of Muslims make prayers
of supplication to god as one of the blessed nights "Laylat ALQadir" for
Muslims. In the contrary, it was an ominous night for the marginalized ones
in the neighborhood of the Workers' City. In this night their houses were
destroyed on their heads by the Saudi warplanes. Women and children
were buried under the rubble of their destroyed houses.Saudi Arabia, the
home of the most important sanctities in Islam, and its allies didn’t pay any
attention to the blessed night "Laylat AL-Qadir". It seems that they celebrate
this night in their own way by killing civilians. Saudi Arabia repeatedly
targeted Yemeni people, choosing the most sacred days for Muslims and
the times of prayers. Saudi Arabia has violated all sacred things by killing the
soul, which God has forbidden to be killed, and destroying homes, mosques
,and hospitals. All the Yemeni groups are military targets to the Saudi-led
coalition without any exception, including the marginalized ones whom the
government tried to help them to improve their situation. The targeting of
these people is a genocide crime against humanity,and a serious violation
of all international public laws.
Saudi Arabia has already struck many houses in Sa'awan district. On
Friday 1 May 2015 after midnight, the Saudi warplanes dropped bombs on
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some houses in a neighborhood "Bab ALShab"  , causing the death of (17)
civilians , including (5) children, (8) women ,and (4) men, and wounding
(23) civilians including (5) children,(5) women ,and (6) elderly people. It
is worth mentioning that there wasn’t any military targets in the vicinity.
Legal Center and many international organizations, including Amnesty
International, documented the massacre and discovered that only ordinary
people were targeted in this region.
On Sunday 11 April 2015 after midnight, the Saudi warplanes targeted
another district of marginalized people, the entrance of ALDahra village in
ALTazia district -Taiz governorate, killing 11 civilians among them 9 children
and women, injuring 7 civilians who seriously wounded and destroying 7
houses. The searching for survivors continued to the next day.
in this report, documented the deliberate
bombing of the residential populated area "the
city of workers" by the Saudi-led coalition, resulting in killing (25) civilians,
among them (16) children and (6) women, and wounding no less than
(27),among them (19) children and (4) women. In addition to the civilian
causalities, more than (10) houses were completely destroyed and more
than (40) were severely damaged.This bombing,which also terrified the
resident of the targeted district,is a serious violation of international
humanitarian law.

Legal Center

Illustrations show the civilian causalities
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Details
• Ali Tawil khamisi -45-year-old, a street cleaner who five families of his
relatives were killed in the bombing, we met him in Al-Thawra Hospital in
the capital Sana'a. "At around 12:30 p.m.,we heard the Saudi warplanes,
flying over our city which most of its habitants were sleeping at that time.
Suddenly,we heard a sound of an explosion in the neighborhood where
many of my relatives and my daughter "Amoura" live in, which prompted
me to rush to the targeted place. Everything was completely destroyed,
the houses were reduced to shattered pieces of stones on the heads of
their habitants. This city was packed with people, women and children
were the majority. In the darkness, we were trying to pull the victims,
digging with our bare hands, the rescue operation was slow due to the
electricity cut. After more than two hours, we pulled two corpses from
the rubble, we couldn’t pull other corpses from the rubble although we
continued our search for corpses to the next morning. Some bulldozers
arrived to the scene and lifted the rubble, I found some corpses belong
to some of my relatives and their neighbors, among them were my
grandchildren, Moatasem three years old, Musa, four years old ,and
Fouad two months old,their bodies were mangled. My daughter's upper
half was the only thing that remained of her body. My sister Shoaiah's,
body who her home was near the house of my daughter, was cut in
half. My brother Musa's son Hassan Rajeh ,38 , and his wife Mariam
Darwish Khairallah, 40, and six of their children ,Raezki  two months ,  
Ashraq Musa two years old, Aisha Musa six years,  Nasser Musa nine
years,  Hassan Musa 13 years ,and Asad Musa 18 years old. No one of my
nephew's family survived except Ibrahim 10 years and Ahmad 22 years
old . My niece Samara Mohammed Hassan 16 years old was killed, and
her brother Sria (14 years) was wounded. Kefayh five years old ,my son
Ammar's daughter, was also killed , all those of my relatives were killed
under the rubble of their homes.   We do not know why they targeted us
and what is the crime that we have committed?, we are street cleaners
not combatants, having no political loyalties. They made the future of
dozens of families into nothing without any reason."(1)
He took us to the mortuary where we found 23 corpses of those who
killed in the bombing, among them were some of his relatives. He burst
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(1) An interview in Al-Thawra Hospital, Sana'a proving, 13 July 2015.
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into tears when he saw them. We left him grieving the loss of his relatives.
• Saied Khamisi -38-year-old,survived the bombing, said:"I and my wife
were in our house,which consists of two rooms, my other wife Mariam
25-year-old was in the other room with my 6 children. We heard a
sound of the missile which targeted the neighborhood near our house.
Suddenly, we found ourselves under the rubble of our house. People
came and pulled us from the rubble. Unfortunately, Mariam and four
of my children Arjoan six years old, Qusay 15 years old, Odia -one year,
and Dhaifullah two years. Two others of my children, Jawad (7) years
and Rgib (3) years were wounded,  receiving medical treatment in the
hospital. Most of my family members were killed and my house was
destroyed. What's our fault ? there is no Houthi members or soldiers in
the city ."(1)

Medical Testimony:
An official from Al-Thawra Hospital confirmed us that they have received
23 corpses and 22 injuries including two children " Rowan and Sahlah "who
died in the hospital. More than 20 victims were under medical care and 80
percent of the causalities were women and children.
The Local Council Representative in the Workers' City Nabil Shuai ALJamal confirmed that women and children were the hardest hit by this
attack. According to the records, (35)children, (10) women, and (7) men
were either killed or wounded . Total civilian casualties was 52 victims from
the poorest families in Yemen. He also confirmed us that there wasn’t any
combatants in or near this city which most of its residents work as street
cleaners and they are simple people, most of them beg for money.

Reactions to The Bombing:
Spokesman for the coalition said that Saudi air forces only targeted a
population area for Houthies and no harm inflicted on civilians. This statement
received a widespread criticism by many human rights organizations
because this area is well known as a home for many street cleaners' poor
families who suffer from the lack of food, water ,and education.

(1) An interview in with a victim in Al-Thawra Hospital, Sana'a proving, 13 July 2015.
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The General Union of Municipal Workers in Amanat AL- Asimah
mourned its workers who died in the criminal attack carried out by Saudi
Arabia and its alliance, in which 25 victims were killed, 27 victims were
injured and 12 houses were destroyed on the heads of their habitants.
The Union mentioned that these workers and their families,who live
in Sa'awan neighborhood, are free from any political loyalties. Cleaning is
the only sacred activity for them as street cleaners. The Union emphasized
that the destruction of Yemen's human resources is the only desired goal
for Saudi Arabia.
President of the National Union for the marginalized, a fellow of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights of the United Nations, Mr. Naaman
Qaid AL-Hudhaifi sent an urgent letter to the Secretary General of the
United Nations, the President and members of the UN Security Council, the
President of the Human Rights Council of the United Nations, the President
and members of the International Court of Justice, heads of international
organizations concerned with human rights; in this letter he expressed
his conviction and strong condemnation of the silence over all crimes of
genocide and mass killings of innocent civilians in Yemen, including the
marginalized people whom the coalition committed against them the most
heinous crimes.The last of which was the brutal
This violation
massacre committed on Sunday 13 July 2015
can't regarded as
against the marginalized residents of the Workers'
a mistake because
City Sa'awan neighborhood in the capital Sana'a. many violations were
Mr. AL-Hudhaifi also called for a swift
investigation into this crime committed against the
marginalized ones in Yemen. He also demanded
all bodies and organizations mentioned above to
take all possible steps to protect civilians from
the repeated attacks committed by the Saudi-led
coalition.

committed against
civilians. Making
civilians or civilian
objects the object of
attack is prohibited
and categorized as a
war crime, according
to international
humanitarian law.

visited the targeted
place and Al-Thawra Hospital, documenting and
interviewing the victims. Legal Center verified that the Saudi-led coalition
targeted civilians in a populated area which is a serious violation of
international humanitarian law.

Legal Center
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Annex (1) Names and Identifying Information Killed Victims
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Name
Alaallah Hassan Ahmad Aljamal
Shoaiah Khamisi Sa'ad
Arjoan Said Khamisi
Mariam Mohsen Ali Alawdi
Amora Ali Tawil Khamisi
Nasser Musa Hassan Rajeh
Raezki Musa Hassan Rajeh
Yahya Saad Al Jamal
Kefayh Ammar Ali Khamisi
Asad Mousa Al Jamal
Ashoak Musa Hassan
Aisha Musa Hassan Rajeh
Musa Hassan Rajeh AL Jamal
Hassan Musa Hassan Rajeh
Qusai Saied Khamisi
Dhaifullah Saied Khamisi
Adi Said Khamisi
Mutasim Darwish Al Jamal
Musa Darwish Hassan Jamal
Fuad Hassan Darwish AlJamal
Afnan Saleh Hassan Jamal
Samara Mohammed Khamisi Al Jamal
Mariam Darwish Khairallah
Sahlah Abdullah Hassan Al Jamal
Rowan Abdullah Hassan Al Jamal

Gender
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Age
60
60
6
25
25
9
2M
35
5
18
2
6
38
13
5
2
4
3
4
2M
18
16
40
4
8

Location

Date

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood
Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015
13/7/2015

Raezki Musa Hassan
Rajah - two months
of age - died with his
father, mother and
five brothers under
the rubble of their
home destroyed by
shelling.

Ashoak Musa
Hassan
,two
years, died under
the rubble with
eight members  
of her family.
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Annex (2) Names and Identifying Information Injured Victims
NO
1

Name
Akram Khamisi AlJamal

Gender
Male

Age
12

Location

Date

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

2

Ali Khamisi AlJamal

Male

40

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

3

Slamh Abdullah Al Jamal

Male

40

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

4

Saqr Ali Khamisi AlJamal

Male

2

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

5

Ibrahim Musa Hassan Al-Jamal

Male

10

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

6

Sria Mohammed Khamisi Al-Jamal

Male

14

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

7

Raouf Salem Hassan

Male

12

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

8

Abdullah Mohammed Khamisi

Male

10

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

9

Tamima Mohammed Khamisi

Female

6

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

10

Abdo Abdullah Khamisi

Male

8

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

11

Asil Abdullah Abdullah

Male

5

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

12

Hudhiah Shuai Ahmed

Female

38

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

13

Ayesh Mohammed AlJamal

Male

10

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

14

Asmahan Abdullah Hassan

Female

10

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

15

Najwa Ali Khamisi

Female

7

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

16

Jawad Said Khamisi

Male

7

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

17

Yasmin Naji Ahmed

Female

26

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

18

Muhammad Ali Khamisi Al Jamal

Male

17

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

19

Jarrah Said Khamisa Al Jamal

Male

3

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

20

Hajjaj Almzaami

Male

20

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

21

Afrah Ahmed Khamisi Saad

Female

25

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

22

Tamim Said Khamisi

Male

4

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

23

Khadija Abdullah Awadh

Female

50

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

24

Nabiha Saad al-Jamal

Female

5

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

25

Ahmed Musa Hassan Rajeh

Male

22

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

26

Reem Abdullah Hassan Saad

Female

15

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

27

Faraj Mohammed Khamisi

Male

14

Sawa'an Neighborhood

13/7/2015

Saied Khamisi
and one of his
children who
survived.

Yasmin Naji
Ahmed
The second
wife of Said
Khamissi
Airstrikes on Workers' City Sa'awan in 13/7/2015
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Photos of Some Injured Victims

Ibrahim Musa Hassan
Al-Jamal 10 years old

An injured child
suffered from some
fractures.

Faraj
Mohammed
Khamisi (14 Years)
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Annex (3)
Names of Families Targeted by Saudi Warplanes
NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Head of the family
Musa Hassan Rajeh
Said Khamisi
Darwish Hassan
Abdullah Hassan
Mohammed Khamisi

Killed
8
5
3
2
1

injured
2
5
2
5
6

Annex (4)
List of Destroyed Houses

Owner's Name
Hassan Abdullah Al-Jamal
Alaallah Hassan Ahmad Al-Jamal
Salem Hassan Rajeh Al-Jamal
Musa Hassan Rajeh Al-Jamal
Shuaih Khamisi Saad Al-Jamal
Mohammed Khamisi Al-Jamal
Said Khamisi Al-Jamal
Ahmed Abdullah Khamisi Al-Jamal
Ali Khamisi Al-Jamal
Nabil Ahmad Al-Jamal
Abdu Salem Khamisi Al-Jamal
Salem Zair Khamisi Al-Jamal
Yusuf Al-Izzi Ali Qassem
Amin Darwish Al-Jamal
Majid Darwish Al-Jamal
Darwish Abdullah Al-Jamal
Ibrahim Darwish Al-Jamal
Salim Ahmed Saad Al-Jamal
Raouf Saad Al-Jamal
Razvan Ahmad Khamis Al-Jamal
Ahmad Abdullah Al-Jamal
Nabil Shuai Al-Jamal
Ibrahim Ahmad Al-Jamal
Ahmed Ahmed Al-Jamal
Faisal Abdalqaid Salah
Mohamed Saad Al-Jamal
Salam Ahmed Saad Al-Jamal
Abdullah Saad Al-Jamal
Saad Abdullah Al-Jamal
Njima Ali Al-Absi
Talal Saad Al-Jamal
Nabil Ahmed Abdullah
Faisal Abu Ghaith Salah
Salah Abu Ghaith
Najib Shuai Al-Jamal

Number of Floors
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor

location
the Workers' City
the Workers' City
the Workers' City
the Workers' City
the Workers' City

Level of Destruction
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
completely destroyed
severely damaged
severely damaged
severely damaged
severely damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
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NO
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Owner's Name
Ayesha Ahmad
Nasser Ahmed
Ahmed Abdullah Saad Al-Jamal
Anis Hassan Abdullah
Aqeel Abdullah Saad
Mohammed Abdullah Saad
Adel Ahmed Al-Jamal
Mona Zaid Ali Hassan
Shuai Saad Ahmad Al- Jamal
Ahmad Shuai Al-Jamal

Number of Floors
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor
one floor

Level of Destruction
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged
damaged

A photo shows
the eight houses
which had been
completely
destroyed

Some houses
were completely
destroyed

One of the
monitoring team
members standing
on the rubble of
musa Hassan's
house
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Series of Saudi Led Coalition Crimes in Yemen

Crime Number (23)

Airstrikes on Al-kmb
Residential District
Yarim – Ibb Governorate
19 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

Details :
"On Sunday 19 July 2015 at 2:30 a.m. after midnight, I had been asleep
in my friend's house when we heard the roar of the Saudi-led coalition
warplanes, flying over head. Mokhtar gathered the members of his family
in the hall. Then, an airstrike hit the neighborhood which we were in. The
intensity of the blast was strong enough to disperse us. Another explosion
happened resulting in partial destruction to the house. I got out from the
rubble with Mokhtar and his children, Omar and Siham,  .We took them to
the hospital then we returned to the scene. We pulled out Mokhtar's wife
from the rubble and rushed her to the hospital where she died from her
injuries. This is what happened."

Abdullah Nasser Ali who was in the house of Mokhtar as a
visitor on the second day of Eid al-Fitr.
Although The laws of war do not prohibit military forces from fighting
in urban areas but the parties to conflict are required to take all possible
steps to minimize the number of civilian casualties, according to Geneva
Convention and its additional protocols.
Since the beginning of the Saudi-led coalition war against Yemen On
26 March 2015,the civilians have been the hardest hit and the Saudi-led
coalition didn’t pay any attention to those conventions and laws.
There is a military camp " the 55th Brigade of Republican Guard " near
the targeted neighborhood but that does not give the Saudi –led coalition
the right to use heavy weapons with a widespread effect in its airstrike on
this densely populated area, due to the severe damage that these weapons
can cause to civilians.
The individuals who commit these serious violations of international
humanitarian law with criminal intent are responsible for war crimes.
The countries, which provide logistical and intelligence support to the
coalition’s military operations, also bear responsibility for these violations.
Legal Center Wonders about the reason for the non-applicability of the
Geneva Convention and its additional protocols, the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, and other sources.
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Crime Documenting:
On the second day of Eid al-Fitr at 2:30a.m., the Saudi warplanes
launched two airstrikes on Alkmb neighborhood. It's worth mentioning
that, these two airstrikes were preceded by four airstrikes which hit" the
55th Brigade of Republican Guard". The far distance between the targeted
place and this camp is an evidence which proves that the targeting of this
area was not a mistake.
Due to the daily bombing on the Yemeni provinces and the fuel
shortage, it took us two days to reach the targeted place.
When we arrived, everything was almost destroyed. People were afraid
and most of them were leaving their homes. We couldn't identify any thing
because of the severe destruction
wrought on the neighborhood.
Even the residents couldn't easily
determine the buildings of their
neighborhood. Some witnesses
told us that when the explosion
occurred, the dust filled the air and
they couldn't immediately find the A photo shows the destruction caused to the
civilians' houses
.
buildings of their relatives because they were completely
destroyed.
Under the rubble of the destroyed houses, we found children's new
clothes which were stained with blood. Many destroyed cars, belong to
civilians, were found in the scene.
The hospital was packed
with killed and injured victims,
men,women ,and children. Some
victims were badly mangled. The
weapons which had been used on
these civilian were not ordinary
weapons. It's easy to know that by
seeing the mangled and burned
bodies.

A child killed in an unlawful Saudi airstrike

Through our field research, we found some children lost their
Airstrikes on Al-kmb residential district in 19/7/2015
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sight,having a bandage wrapped around their eyes. A mother with her
children were sitting on the ground.
Her five- year-old child was pulled
out from the rubble. Rescuers knew
her existence only by a strand of her
hair.
Another child at the age of
one year and half, who his face was
covered with blood, survived with
some injuries. A girl next to him lost
her consciousness.

People pull one of the victims out from the rubble

A woman mourns the loss of her daughters

The Crime According to Victims and Witnesses
" I had been asleep near Al-Kamb neighborhood when the blast
happened.We heard the roar of the Saudi-led coalition warplanes, flying
at low attitude. There wasn’t any sound of antiaircraft. To our surprise, at
2:15 after midnight, a surprise attack was launched on the neighborhood,
causing damage to many houses. Our fear prompted us to flee the targeted
place. This attack was followed by another, my brother got out the house
with our family however I went to the scene, helping rescuers with digging  
the bodies out from the rubble. I couldn’t know to any one of my neighbors
this house belongs. It was really difficult due to the huge destruction. In the
end, I knew that it was the house of Mohammed Al-Nzehi and his brother
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shdad Al-Nzeh, another houses belong to Al-Taliby family and Mohammed
Al-Khawlani were also destroyed. All the rescuers were scramming from
the horror of the crime. It was a terrifying sight, women were under the
rubble and burned bodies ".said Hashim Mohammed Al-Wajeh, one of the
neighborhood's resident.

Summary
At around quarter and two after midnight, two Saudi airstrike were
launched on a densely populated area, killing Mohammed Saad, his wife
and three of their children and his nephew, his gust Mohammed Al-Ansi.
Fortunately, the rest of his children survived but with  injuries. His brother's
family members were all killed, excluding his wife Salma Ayash and hid
daughter Rasha Al-Nzihi who suffered injuries.
Some civilian properties,five houses and three cars, belong to Mujahid
Ali Nasser Altalbi were destroyed
The house of Mukhtar Ahmed Mohammed Alansi was almost
completely destroyed.He and his children survived the bombing but with
different injuries and burns to their bodies. Unfortunately, his wife Fathia
Mohammed Abdullah Al-Matari was killed as a result of the bombing.
Legal Center documented the violation in which many victims were
killed and many houses were destroyed, attached to this report annexes
contains all the details of the causalities.
A medical source in Yareem Hospital informed us that the hospital
has received about 21 killed victims,among them 9 children, 5 women and
7 men some of them were torn to pieces others were badly burned. The
hospital also received 35 wounded victims most of them were children, 14
children and 9 women. Some of the victims with critical conditions were
rushed to other hospitals.
Is what we documented the truth and what is stated in local media?! Or
the claim of the spokesman for the coalition who claimed that they targeted
only the brigade camp (55) Republican Guard in Yareem district? This is a
question backed by irrefutable evidence for the International Community !!
Will they move a finger ??!
Airstrikes on Al-kmb residential district in 19/7/2015
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Annex(1) Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
Location: Yarim - Ibb governorate Date: 19 July 2015
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Name
Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Suad Ali Al-Gena'ai
Saad Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Mohamed Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Shaddad Saad Ali Al-Nzhi
Mona Shaddad Saad Al-Nzhi
Sawsan Shaddad Al-Nzhi
Mariam Shaddad Al-Nzhi
Abdo SaeedWosabi
Najla Ali Mohamed Al-Kahlani
Saqr Adnan Al-Shu'aybi
Naseem Adnan Al-Shu'aybi
Amir Majid AliAl Suwaidi
Ziad Akram Al-Fersa'ai
Fathia Mohammed Abdullah Al-Matari
Fathia Mohammed Abdullah Al-Anesi
Hani Abdullah al -Ansi
Majid Ali AlSuwaidi
Elham Mohammad Qasim
Abdo Ali Ghalib
Rashad Mohammed Saad Al-Nzhi

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

Age
40
35
6
12
35
2
3
5
50
30
2
4
4
20
32
28
19
25
22
38
16
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Annex(2) Names and Identifying Information of Some Killed Victims
Location: Yarim - Ibb governorate Date: 19 July 2015
NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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Name
Salma Mohammed Ali Ayash
Ibrahim Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Samir Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Wijdan Mohammed Saad Al-Nzhi
Baian Mohamed Saad Al-Nzhi
Jarallah Mohammed Assri
Hussein Ali Hussein Al-Dumaini
Waleed Ali Ahmed Ragab
Ammar Majed Al-Suwaidi
Emarat Majed AlSuwaidi
Balqis Mua'adh Alatmi
Hassan Yahya Jaber
Ali Mohammad Qasim Al-Khali
Mokhtar Abdullah Al- Anesi
Mariam Saeed Abdo
Amal Abdo Saeed
Bushra Abdo Saeed
Amir Abdu Saeed
Nabila Mohammed Omar
Hisham Mokhtar Al-Anesi
Sahar Mukhtar Al-Anesi
Seham Mukhtar Al-Anesi
Malak Mukhtar Al-Anesi
Omar Mukhtar Al-Anesi
Shaima Mukhtar Al-Anesi
Hana SaadAlnzhi
Mageda Saad Al-Nzhi
Anisa Awadh
Ali Mohammed Mallah
Mohammed Abdo Saeed
Molok Abdo Saeed
Abdo Hasan
Samar Mukhtar Al- Anesi
Abdullah Nasser Ali Al-Aevri
Rasha Shaddad Al-Nzhi
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Gender

Age

Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

35
25
20
11
2
22
23
30
2
5
30
40
55
40
60
25
20
23
33
15
2
5
6months
13
14
36
33
38
44
16
5
32
4
34
11
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Annex (3)
Destroyed Houses
NO

Owner

Facility /
Civilian
Object

Number

Level of Destruction

1

Mujahid Ali Nasser Al-Talbi

house

5

completely destroyed

2

Shaddad Saad Ali Al-Nzhi

house

1

completely destroyed

3

Mohammad Saad Ali Al-Nzhi

house

1

completely destroyed

4

Mukhtar Ahmed Mohammed Al- Anesi

house

1

completely destroyed

5

Mohammed Ahmed AL-Khawlany

house

1

completely destroyed

6

Mujahid Ali Nasser Al-Talbi

cars

3

completely destroyed

Photos of Some Destroyed Houses
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Crime Number (33)

Air Strikes on the Residential
City for Workers Electricity
Al Makha – Taiz Governorate
24 July 2015

Legal Center for Rights and Development

"I fear falling asleep… their planes may come..then I may never
wake up again "
These sentences, said by a child, highlight the tragedy of the Plant
Worker's City, AL-Makha area, Taiz province. This tragedy is one of the most
horrific tragedies in Yemen since the beginning of the Saudi-led coalition
war on 26 March 2015 launched by Saudi Arabia with a participation of
the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Qatar,
Sudan, and with logistical and intelligence support from the United States
under the pretext of re legitimacy of the President Abed Rabbo Mansour
Hadi.
The city of AL-Makha Steam Power Plant is located near the port of ALMakha, one of the oldest ports on the Arabian Peninsula. This port, which
is  100 kilometers away from the city of Taiz, to the west, was the main port
for the export of coffee between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Mocha coffee and Mokatcheno took their names from the name of this
port.

On

the next day, Legal Center visited the city, examining and
documenting the disaster and the humanitarian tragedy. Legal
Center listened to survivors and conducted interviews with the wounded
victims at hospitals, in nearby towns, to document these testimonies as
evidence prove that the Saudi-led coalition conducted a genocide crime by
targeting civilians with missiles in Al-Makha city.

Details

To

our grief, we saw the huge destruction wrought on the city.
We felt more grief when we listened to the survivors. This
city consists of 200 housing units, built for the workers of Al-Makha Steam
Power Plant, which  houses more than 270 families, about 3000 civilians,
some of them are refuges came from different places, fleeing the Saudi
bombing. On 24 July 2015 at 10:20 p.m., Saudi warplanes were flying in the
sky of Al-Makha city. The residents had been watching these warplanes for
3 nights.
Friday night was a good chance for the Saudi-led coalition to kill a huge
number of civilians, who were on this day gathering at the city's square,
which is surrounded by their buildings, and celebrating the Eid holiday in
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the city cafeteria as their children were playing at the garden.
A missile fell on the cafeteria, located at the end of the garden. Near
this cafeteria, there is a place which people used to take a break in. The
missile hit precisely its aim, killing
many civilians, including children.
The terrifying sound of the missile
sent people running. Some of
them were screaming my son.. my
daughter others were screaming
daddy… mother !!. The sounds of
people got higher and higher, asking https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18dVEWPvNqU
the residents to flee the scene to the
coast. Some residents succeeded to
reach the coast, but Saudi warplanes were waiting for them there. It seems
that no place is safe for the Yemeni people any more.
obtained a video from one of the survivors, Walid

Legal Center Fadhil. In this video, people rush to the sea while

Saudi-led coalition warplanes droop missiles on them. Everything around
them is in flames. Many corpses  lay on the ground, and no one could give
a hand.

This

lively city became a city of ghosts because of the Saudiled coalition. The residents of this city, who survived the
bombing, left the city with intention never to return, for fear of being an
easy target for the Saudi-led coalition warplanes.
Many houses were completely destroyed, others were damaged.
Houses were packed with corpses of women and children. The square
of the city was also filled with corpses, torn by shrapnel and bombs. The
houses walls were stained with their habitants' blood, drawing an ugly
picture telling what happened to the residents of this city. The children's
books, clothes ,and toys were scattered in everywhere.A small watch hands
stopped at the time of bombing.
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All

of sudden, the residents' fears came into existence. They were
astonished at the huge destruction that inflicted on their city.
Many of the residents were wondering about the number of the killed
victims, others were wondering about how many survivors are there?. In
their attempt to rescue victims, many obstacles detained them. The fallen
missiles were one of these obstacles. In addition to the fallen missiles, the
city's hospitals were closed and the nearest city to Al Makha city is Taiz, lives
atmosphere of a grinding war. In the end the rescuers made their choice
by rushing the victims to Al- Hodeida's hospitals. Unfortunately, their only
choice worsen the situation, many victims died from their injuries, bleeding
,and the late medical care. The victims who survived the bombing didn’t
know what happened, behaving madly. Everyone visits the scene will not
believe what happened.

No

conflict had been recorded in this city. The residents of
this city have no loyalty to any party. There is an electricity
plant in Al-Makha city. Maybe that is the real reason behind targeting
this place.

Casualties
The attack left 88 civilians dead and (170) wounded, all of them were
civilians, according to Abdullah Mahdi Mahmoud's testimony, Director of
AL-Makha Health Bureau. Legal Center documented only (102) injuried
because most of the wounded victims were taken to different hospitals.
Legal Center also documented cases of entire families who have fallen
victims, one of these families is the family of Sadiq Abdullah Musleh who
his family members, his wife ,and his five children, were killed. Another
example is Al-Wsabi family, the father of this family was killed with four
of his children while his wife survived, receiving medical treatment in the
intensive care unit of Al-Amal Hospital in Al-Hodeida. Another family was
wiped except the father of this family, Abdu Al-Qadir, who is under medical
care in Al-Thowra Hospital.
21% of the killed victims were children, 22% were women ,and 57%
were men however 16% of the wounded victims were children, 31% were
women ,and 53% were men.
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The attack caused the destruction of (50) housing units and real damage
to more than (120) housing units and 16 cars.

Graphs illustrate the proportion of children, women and men.

Testimonies of Witnesses and Victims
• Mlak Abdo Mohammed Hazeer
,10 years,one of the victims  
whom we interviewed in Al-Amal
Hospital in Hodeida, survived,
but sadly shrapnel hit her in the
abdomen, said :"Every evening
I go with my friends to the park
of the residential compound to
play and have fun under the plant
The child / Mlak Abdo Mohammed Hazeer 10
years
electric lights. In the evening of
Friday at ten o'clock, we heard
the sound of aircraft flying in the skie while we were playing. A missile
fell on the cafeteria,located at the end of the garden. The explosion was
strong, and many fragments filled the air,one of which hit one of my
friends, Hadil. Suddenly, we heard screams from every direction, telling
us to run away to the coast. I and some children tried to reach the coast,
running fast. Another missile hit the place that we were playing in. We
continued to flee until we got to the coast. A third missile was waiting
our arrival to fall into the sea coast of our neighborhood.As a result,
many of those who I was with them got injured, including me. Shrapnel
hit me in the belly next to the liver. I lost my conscious and did not know
what happened. I found myself here in Al-Amal Hospital in Hodeidah.
Airstrikes on the residential city for worker's electricity  in 24/7/2015
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And now I suffer from insomnia. I fear falling asleep, Saudi warplanes
may come, then I may never wake up again".
• Assma Yassin Thabit ,25 -year- old, eight months pregnant, recounted for
us the incident by saying: " I was at home with some family members,
and all of  sudden we heard a blast that rocked the place.We felt fear
and panic.The aircraft targeted the city again. Four minutes later, we
were getting our selves ready to flee the house when shrapnel torn the
wall of our house to settle near the fetal aged 8 months. I was rushed to
the hospital in order to get the shrapnel out. Thank God that the fetal
was not hurt".
• Ahmed Omar Naji Al-Absi (65 years old ), one of his legs was chopped
of,we met him at the hospital.
"I was with some workers, working in the plant. Suddenly, we heard
a sound of an explosion. We called the housing unit, asking them what
happened. We were told that the explosion occurred in the residential
compound. Then we rushed to the housing unit to take our children,
unfortunately, everything was in flames. I saw children at the prime age
of life, laying on the ground, but I couldn’t help them. Many corpses were
there. My house, 300 meters far from the garden, had been destroyed
when I arrived. The missile hit the cafeteria in which people used to gather
in. My house was reduced to a pile of rubble . Someone told me that my
son was hit by shrapnel and he suffered burns. When I received these news
I couldn’t stand staying in the place that was packed with women and
children. I took money from my neighbors to save my son, thinking that
the bombing is over for the Saudi warplanes launched raids between 6to 8
raids. I ran into the street, carrying my son and searching for a car to rush
him to  the hospital.My searching for a car was hopeless because all the
cars in the residential compound were burned. Few seconds later, shrapnel
hit me, taking my right leg. We both were rushed to Al-Askri Hospital in
Al-Hodeida where I am receiving medical care now. My right leg has been
chopped off but thank god I survived.
• Ali Ahmed Al-Raeini: AL-Makha Power Plant Manager said: "At 10:00
p.m., I was at home when I heard the sound of the first missile. I went
out of the house to see what happened and to make sure that my son,
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who was with his friends in the break, is unharmed. The first missile
hit a place,where young people used to gather in. As I was getting out
the house, another missile was struck. I groveled to avoid the flying
shrapnel. When I reached there, I found many scattered corpses at the
gate of the break. Panic filled the place,and everyone was searching for
relatives and friends. Others were trying to flee to the coast for fear of
the bombing as the warplanes were still flying overhead. The roar of the
warplanes was clearly heard. My son was hit by shrapnel and seriously
injured, they rushed him to Al-Amal Hospital where he is receiving
medical treatment in the intensive care unit."
He informed us that about 8 airstrikes were launched on the residential
compound and unimaginable destruction was wrought on the city. He said
that although the constructions, in terms of consistency and quality, is far
better than any other modern buildings, they were destroyed or severely
damaged, this shows the horror of the bombing. According to him, the
compound consists of 200 housing units which house many families.
Among these families were some families who evacuated their homes to
the compound.Other families came to the compound to visit their relatives,
spending the Eid holiday with them. He also confirmed that there wasn’t
any existence for any combatants or weapons in the compound, as some
have claimed to justify the bombing. At the end of our meeting, he said
that the plant lost a technically qualified cadre by the bombing which
also displaced the survivors from the city and  turned the city into a  city
of ghosts inhabited by no one.
• Abdulah Mohammed Al-Sraji, the head of the Legal Affairs of AL-Makha
Steam Plant, said " I didn’t expect that the missile, which I heard from
my house which located at the edge of the city, would hit the city of
plant workers. Specially, there is no existence for any military group or
weapons in the city. The city is free from any conflict which exists in some
towns in Taiz province. When I reached to the scene, I saw a horrific
crime. For what reason this city had been targeted. It is a genocide crime  
against a whole city. "
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Medical Testimonies
• Dr. Naji Mohammed Al-Shwia, the Head of Nursing Staff in AL-Amal
Hospital, confirmed us that the hospital has received during the first
three days (47) injured victims, one of them died at the hospital, and a
corpse. He also confirmed that the condition of the majority is critical
and 20 victims entered the intensive care unit.
He also confirmed that the injuries of the children, who make
up 25% of total critical injuries, varied between brain hemorrhage
,fractures of the skull,   bleeding in the chest by shrapnel, members
amputated, and other injuries, including a child who lost his sight due
to flying shrapnel.

Reactions to the Crime
What is the reason behind targeting AL-Makha Steam Power
Plant ?
Two days after the crime, the spokesman of the Saudi-led coalition,
brigadier general Ahmed Assiri, denied that the coalition targeted the plant
although the coalition has already declared its full control over the Yemeni
airs and imposed naval blockade on Yemen, denying the reach of any
humanitarian aids. Human Rights Watch visited the scene on the third day
and reported that Saudi-led coalition warplanes targeted this city. Human
Rights Watch also falsified the Saudi claim, describing the bombing as a war
crime.
Human Rights Watch issued
a report which gave details about
the bombing of the residential
compound. At the end of this report,
Human Rights Watch confirmed that
the Saudi-led coalition is responsible
for killing thousands of civilians in
Yemen.

A video of the incident documented by Human
Rights watch.

Also, many local and international bodies expressed their strong
condemnation for the crime which they described as a crime against civilians.
The Saudi-led coalition,as its habit, denies the responsibility for the crimes.
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The Violation According to International Humanitarian Law
According to Article 9, Roma Statue, elements of crimes shall assist
the Court in the interpretation and application of articles 6, 7 and 8.
The actions that categorized as war crimes, according to the international
definition , are :
(the crime of genocide; Crimes against humanity; War crimes; the
crime of aggression )
If we applied the articles mentioned above, the Saudi-led coalition
will be responsible for the crime of genocide which is, according to Roma
Statue defined as " 'genocide' means any of the following acts committed
with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or
religious group"
Much evidence proves that the Saudi-led Coalition committed a
genocide crime. According to religious men, Saudi leaders ,and politicians
Saudi Arabia has went to a war against Houthi group as "a religious group
"who are a Zoroastrianism group, according to Saudi Arabia. This group of
different ideas and believes should be fought, this claim repeatedly stated
in their statements. Also, Saudi led coalition warplanes threw pamphlets,
stating that (the coalition's goal is to protect the people of Yemen from the
Persian Magi tide). And the largest confirm which is Eid Al-Adha sermon of
Mufti of Saudi Arabia on the day of Arafat ,in which he emphasized that they
are fighting a war against a religious group described as a Zoroastrianism
group and called for the fight. This evidence proves that the Saudi-led
Coalition committed a genocide crime. The second and the third and fourth
elements of the crime in Article 6 / A of the Rome Statute were proved with
evidence.
With respect to the first element which is killing a person or more,
thousands of civilians have been unlawfully killed in Saudi massacres, one
of which is the massacre of AL-Makha.
Article 6/b Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the
group.
This act applies with what was done by the Saudi forces and their allies
Airstrikes on the residential city for worker's electricity  in 24/7/2015
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in the war on Yemen. They caused physically and morally harm to millions
of Yemeni people,claiming that they protect them from the Persian tide,
according to their statements and their publications. Many Yemeni people
have been effected by the bombing of the Saudi warplanes which caused
them serious injuries and permanent disabilities and entirely deficits and
different injuries. Hundreds of civilians, including children and women
whom Saudi-led coalition believes, they are Houthi "religious group".
Saudi Arabia launched a war on them and this is confirmed not only by
international organizations reports,but also confirmed by the statements
of Saudi leaders.
It is well known that Geneva Convention and its additional protocol,
Hague Convention 1907, Roma Statue ,and the Principles of the International
Law define the serious violations of the Public International Law and the
Humanitarian International Law as
(willful killing, torture or inhumane treatment, willfully causing great
suffering or serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation or
transfer, and unlawful confinement of a protected person illegal and
arbitrary destruction and appropriation of property not justified by
military necessity, and launching attack on places of worship, science,
arts and monuments archaeological.)
has documented many of these violations that are

Legal Center committed by the Saudi-led coalition.
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Annex(1)
Names and Identifying Information of Killed Victims

1

Name
Abdullah Mohammed Mogbal Bazel

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Mazen Ahmed Ahmed Al-Mahsb
Moath Abdullah Ali Abdullah Al-Sabri
Ali Fadel Ali Noman Al-Issa
Ayman Abdul Karim Bashir
Amjad Abdul Karim Bashir
Waseem Saif Ahmed Asa'ad
Amr Ahmed Ismail Baaloi
Mohamed Mohamed Ali Aklan
Khalid Ahmad Mohamad Qasim Al-Sabri
Ahmad Khalid Mohamed Alamari
Mohamed Mabrouk Mohamed Alzmari
Ammar Abdulwasa Ahmed Al-Hakimi
Tawfiq Ahmed Saeed al'athuri
Mohamed Abdu Hassan Al-Issa
Ahmed Mohammed Abdu Hassan Al-Issa
Osama Youssef Abdul Razzaq al-Hakimi
Othman Baggash Othman Ali Abdu
Bashir Asaloi
Nabil Abdul Rahman Asaloi
Ahmed Ali Saif Ali Alodua
Fuad Baggash Osman Ali Abdu
Hani Amer Shaalan
Zakaria Najib Mohammed Al-Aghbari
Suhaib Abdul Jabbar Alzakari
Faris Abdul Rahman Abdullah Al Shaibani
Thoria Adib Mohamad Tahir
Abdulrahman Ghamdan Nabil Al-Issa
Noha Mohamed Ahmed Noman
Nahla Mohamed Ahmed Noman
Ayman Mohamed Ahmed Noman
Amanh Ahmed Mohamed Hassan
Sahar Qaid Mohamad Al-Sabri
Doaa Qaid Mohamad Sabri
Amal Qaid Mohamad Sabri
Osama Mohamed Abdu Hassan al-Absi
Asmaa Mohamed Abdu Hassan al-Absi
Reda Mohamed Qaid Al-Sabri
Alaa Issa Mohamed Mahyoob
Issa Mohammed Mahyoob
Ebdalsmd Ebdalqlik ebdallh alssiaghi
Hamza Abdulrahman Mohamed
Nada Mohamed Abdul Ghani Aremeim
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Gender
Male

Age
18

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

23
17
45
20
23
27
6
12
17
24
58
53
15
24
26
45
40
20
22
17
15
18
25
26
3
19
20
16

Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female

28
18
12
23
23

55
6
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NO
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Name
Ahmed Mohamed Al-Wosabi
Adib Abdel Wahab al-Hakimi
Ayah Ali Abdulrahman
Tasanim Ali Abdulrahman
Byan Ali Abdulrahman
Ashraf Ahmed Seif Al-Sharjabi
Ahmed Alasbahi
Alaa
Ahmed Al-Wosabi
Badria Mohamed Abdullah
Kamel Mohamed Ali Hanash
Yasser Mohamed Saleh
Mohammad Othman
Ihab Tawfiq Ahmed Saeed al'athuri
Hazza Al-Koreai
Bin Mubarak 's wife
Headless corpse
An unknown Corpse
Unknown
Yusuf Abdul Razak Ahmad Al-Hakimi
Shakib Mohamed Abdel-Wadood
Haitham Khalid Mohamed Said Al-Sharjabi
Mohamed Adnan Shaalan
Samira Shawqi Shahir
Issa Abdul Rahim
Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Entsar
Nasima Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Asma'a Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Mohamad Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Ahmed Sadiq Abdullah Saleh Mohamed
Ali Ali Ahmed Al-Raeini
Ahmed Ali Ahmed Alraeini
Mahmoud Hawash
Ali Abdulrahman
Ahmed Mohammed Ali Wosabi
The daughter of Shawqi Shahir AlAdimi's sister
Mohammed Ahmed Zayed
Manal Ahmad Mohammad Qasim Sabri
Basheer Abdul Karim Shmsan
Iman Qaid Mohammad Abdul Qader Sabri
Abboud Abdulrahman Ghamdan
Nidal Mohammed Abdo
Khalid Ahmed Qasim

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Female

Age

Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

13

Male

9 months

27

13

47
47
24
13
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Photos of Some Killed Victims

Some killed victims

Some corpses before
burying them

A corpse blongs to a
civilian killed under
the rubble.
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Annex(2)
Names and Identifying Information of Injured Victims
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Name
Hadeel Nabil Abdo Hassan
Taghreed Nabil Hassan Abdo
Ghadeer Nabil Abdo Hassan
Mohamed Najib Mohamed Abdel-Wadood
Tamer Mohamed Ali Hanash
Haifa Abdul Samad Abdul Haq
Reem Jamal Mohammed Saif
Hala Abdul Samad Abdul Haq
Hamim Yassin Abdel Wahab Al-Msawa
Mohammad Ali Talib Shadli
Zakaria Najib Mohammed
Mdin Abdulwase Abdulwahab
Hussein Samir Ibrahim
Sameh Ali Ahmed Alraeini
Abdulwase Abdulwahab al-Hakimi
Ali Ahmed Qaid Baadani
Jailah Ali Hizam
Abdel Fattah Abdo Mohamed
Mlak Abdo Mohammed
Ali Ahmed Alraeini
Ali Abdulsalam Yahiya
Vazaah Mahmoud Mahmoud Wosabi
Ahmed Mohamed Noaman
Arwa Abdul Baki Abdel-Wadood
Khadija Saleh Saad Riashy
Asma Yassin fixed Ghabra
Mohammed Hussein Ali Ismail
Mohammed Naji Abdrab al-Absi
Jamil Qaid Thabt Subaihi
Ahmed Shakib Mohammed Abdel-Wadood
Nader Najib Mohammed Abdel-Wadood
Kauthar Ahmed Abdo
Hnbdh Abdulsalam Msawa
Nasr Adib Muhammad Tahir
Saddam Salim Ali Handi
Jalal Ahmed Qaid Baadani
Faisal Ahmed Abdo AlGhbari
Faiza Ahmed Qaid
Mohammed Ahmed Qaid

Age
13
17
19
27
28
24
29
14
12
50
25
22
16
52
60
30
35
10
50
23
35
21
45
25

Gender
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

48
17
30

Female
Female

35
Female
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
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Name
Rodhah Othman Ghaleb
Duha Mohammed Naji al-Absi
Hiba Mohammed Naji al-Absi
Soraya Abdul Wahed
Salah Tawfik Ali Naji
Suhaib Tawfiq Ali Naji
Mohammed Abdul Ghani Aremeim
Nashwan Adib Muhammad Tahir
Najib Mohammed Abdel-Wadood
Rasha Hadi Ahmed
Ahmed Abdullah Al Murshid Azazi
Ammar Yasser Mohammed Saleh
Yasser Mohammed Saleh
Taha Yassin Abdel Wahab Msawa
Abdul Al-Alah Abdul Aziz Ahmad Msawa
Adib Mohammed Taher Saif
Yasin Thabt Mohammad
Mohamed Khaled Ahmed Qabaty
Ayman Abdo Ali Hussein
Issa Jamal Mohammed Saif
Haiah Muhammad Rahim
Amal Ali
Yasmin Yusuf Abdul Razak
Abdul Wahab Mohammed Msawa
Abdo Mohammed Hazeer's wife (Wajida)
Ali Mabrouk Mohamed Ahmed
Mona Mabrouk Mohamed Ahmed
Tawfiq Ali Naji
Rahma Osman Msawa
Ali Osman Msawa
Wlla Ahmed Salim
Amira Osman Msawa
Mohamed Osman Msawa
Osman Osman Msawa
Mohammed Saeed's ( Nbat Muhammad)
Fouad Srori's wife (Khawla Saif)
Lemon Fuad Sharaf Srori
Abdullah Mohammed Al Shaibani's wife (Wrqa)
Khalid Abdulla Mohammed Al Shaibani
Abdulkadir Baggash Osman
Anwer Baggash Osman Ali Abdo
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Age
35

14

54

19
27

Gender
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81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Name
Saleh Ibrahim Saleh Al-Sarraji
Talaat Saleh Ibrahim Saleh Al-Sarraji
Sabir Ali Mohammed Salem
Amjad Omar Ahmed Ismail Baaloi
Ahmed Omar Naji al-Absi
Mohammed Ahmed Omar Naji al-Absi
Ryan Adeeb Ahmad Zahir
Ashraf Ahmed Seif Mogbel Al-Sharjabi
Hanan Abdalhabib Muhammad Ali Al- Shaibani
Ali Yahiya Gibran al-Abadi
Abdullah Abdul Karim
Abdullah Abdul Karim
Abdullah Hadi Ahmed Hadi
Ahmed Hassan Ahmed almuhjb
Majdi Khaled Ali Al-Qabaty
Mahmoud Hammoud Hawash
Ahlem Ahmed Qasim
Ilham Ahmed Qasim
Fakhriah Mohammed Saeed
Abdulrahman Abdo Ali
Hani Amer Abdel Hakim
Rowan Adnan Abdul Hakim

Age
33
2
22
4
56
17
1.5
23
10
42

Gender
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Photos Highlight the Destruction Wrought on the Densely Compound
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• Recommendations
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Legal Center confirms that the military operation of AL-Hazm Strom of the
Saudi – led coalition is considered as one of the crimes under article (8) of the
Statute of the Court of Rome for having outside the framework of international
legitimacy represented by the Security Council States is a clear violation of the
International Law especially Article 2, subparagraph (4) of the Charter of the
United Nations which prevents the use of force in relations between states,
and states: "All Members shall prevent in their international relations from the
threat or use of force against the territory integrity or political independence of
any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations."
As well as the seventh paragraph of Article II states that: " Nothing in the present
Charter shall authorize the ( UN ) to interfere in the matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state, nor shall it requires the members to
submit such matters under this Charter ". This chapter of the Security Council is the
only one which empowered the Council to take repressive measures. The Council
has not taken such a decision.
Legal Center confirms the necessity of the military coalition commitment to
the rules of international humanitarian law, which prevent targeting civilians,
civilian facilities and objects, according to the provisions of the Geneva
Conventions and the relevant international instruments. It also confirms that
what coalition forces committed in Yemen such as, killing civilians, destroying
the residential cities and civilian facilities and objects and the imposition of an
economic blockade are considered as war crimes against humanity according to
the humanitarian law. Therefore, an international investigation must be held to
prosecute the responsible
Legal Center calls on the UN and the International Community to act in line with  
their humanitarian and moral duties toward the massacres committed by the
Saudi-Led Coalition forces against Yemeni people which are against all laws of
humanity and international norms. The center also emphasizes the need to take
urgent procedures by the UN and its institutions to stop these massacres, and
to prevent them from committing more massacres against civilians and civilian
facilities, and to take procedures in the prosecution of those responsible.
Legal Center confirms that the silence of the international community about what
is happening in Yemen is a threat to humanity for it is a flaw in the international
system, which has become controlled and governed by laws and international
conventions and norms established in order to apply and protect fundamental
guarantee for the life and dignity of humanity. Legal Center recommends the
need to protect these system and work to bring it back to its basic role which is
represented in the protection and preservation of life and human dignity.
Legal Center calls upon international organizations and authorities to stop the
deterioration of the humanitarian situation resulting from the aggression and
provide support and assistance commensurate with the scale of the humanitarian
disaster that hit the Yemeni people.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  
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